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H O U L T O N

SHIRE TOWN OF
AROOSTOOK COUNTY

H O ULTO N,

VOL. LVIIII

HIGHWAY LEGISLA
TION OUTLINED FOR
SPEOAL SESSION

WAR SAVINGS
STAMP MEETING
Last week a meeting of the Savings
Division Workers was held at the home
of Mrs. Allen T.
Smith,
Pleasant
street, to discuss ways and means of
thrift work.

Mrs. W. A. Marchie of Calais was
present to put the knowledge of the
matter into concrete form for the
benefit of those who are newly assign
ed to duties in this lino of activity.
Among them were Miss
Elizabeth
Senator Robert J. Peacock of Wash- McGary, as chairman for the Ricker
Ington county, chairman of the com- Travel Class, Airs. Sophia B. Farrar
mittee on ways and
bridges,
will for the Rebekahs, Mrs. L. S. Black for
present an act to provide for an issue the Houlton Woman’s Club.
Mrs.
of state highway and bridge bonds at Charles P. Barnes, ppr esident of the
the special session of the legislature Wom an’s' Club, Mrs. Horace Hughes,
which will convene Nov. 4, the com- county chairman of W. S. S. work, and
mittee on reference of bills announced 1Miss Etta Smith of the Houlton post
Thursiay.
office, also Thomas P. Packard, superSection one of the act provides that intendent of schools, were present.
In addition to state highway bonds
Mrs. Murchife’s experience during the
heretofore issued, the state treasurer ; year has amply fitted her for careful
Js authorized under the direction of |explanation of all points as to ways
the governor and council to issue jand means and her thoroughly delightfKim time to Ume serial coupon bonds I ful and informal talk was heard with
In the name and behalf of the State to! much appreciation and without doubt
$3,000,000
:an -amount not exceeding $3,O
OO.OOO be of especial value as her position as
payable at the state treasury within ( field secretary in the
counties
of
41 years from the date of issue, at a ; Hancock. Washington. Penobscot and
rate of interest ndt exceeding five per j Aroostook, has given her a large fund
cent, per annum, interest
payable of information from which to draw,
semi-annually, and signed
by
the ■
________________

An Important Subject Which
Means Much to the State

O'

‘turasurer of Btate, countersigned by
the governor and attested by the state
auditor with the seal of the state af
fixed. The coupon attached to the
bonds shall bear the facsim ile of the
signature of the treasurer of state in
stead of his original signature, and
such bonds and coupons shall be of
such denominations and forms
and
upon such terms and conditions as the
governor and council shall direct.
The bonds and other bonds here-

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Houlton High won the second game
of the season from St. Mary’s College
of Van Buren on Friday, in a very
fast and exciting game.
From the- time the referee blew the
whistle in the first quarter until it
was blown again in the last quarter
some fast, clean football was demcastrated to a crowd of about five
hundred people,
tofore issued, together with the proHoulton won the toss and chose to
ceeds thereof, shall be designated as defend the south goal and Van Buren
the State Highway and Bridge Loan chose to receive the kick.
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HEARING ON
TO
UP-TO-DATE APART STATE INTERNATIONAL
BRIDGE EASTERN MAINE
R R. TO ASK AID
MENT HOUSE
FROM COUNTY
FOR HOULTON

Location and Size Not Yet
Decided Upon
H M. Goodhue, a former Ft. Fairfield hoy. now of Boston, has been
visiting Houlton. Ft. Fairleld, Caribou
and Presque Isle, with the idea and
Phins, to erect in these progressive
Aroostook towns, buildings, containing
suites varying from 25 to 40 apart
ments, consisting of reception
and
dining room, kitchen, bath and sleep
ing apartments, janitor service, and in
fact a duplicate of the
up-to-date
be
found
in
tlie large
apartments to
cities, the location of which has not
yet been determined on. The gentle
men who are interested
with
Mr.
Goodhlie> iD

13, 1860

plans are rePresenta‘

tive 1,l,siness Tnen of Boston, as well
a people who make a specialty of
construction, and architects of wide
experience.
Mr. Goodhue, has found, in his
mime rou interviews with prominent
business men of Aroostook, approval
and unqualified O. K. of his ideas and
plans, as a whole; they have promised
assistance in many ways, and in fact
have gone so far as to promise to sign
up for apartments when completed?
While we cannot go into minute
detail, we know, from conversing with
Mr. Goodhue, that bis plans have been
carefully thought out. He has covered
quite a good many weeks of ground
work, and with the reputation
of
natural
pt opensit ics
for
hustling,
which lie possesses, it now seems that
it is only a quetion of bringing the
ends together of a proje-. t which our
progressive towns are sadly in need o!
Mr. Goodhue received a warm welcome
from bis friends in this county and we
predict that he and bis associates will
receive assistam-e. advice and co
operation from our people when they
make their second visit to this section.
On his trip. Mr. Goodhue has also
made some permanent arrangements
in regard to amusements for Aroos
took people, that will be of general
interest, and regarding which more
will be divulged later. The amuse
ment field has been his profession for
a great number of years in ail sections
of the country.

Thu members of the State High
way Commission, with their chief
•ngineer and bridge engineer, were in
Houlton Thursday on their return
from Aladawaska, when; they met
representatives of the Dominion of
Canada for the purpose of inspecting
various possible sites for the location
of an international bridge
between
Madawaska. Maine and Edmundston.
Now Brunswick.
This project was started original
ly in 1915 but was delayed on ac
count of the war, the Legislatures of
1917 and 1919 having revived the ap
propriation
which
was
originally
made. The Dominion of Canada has
just made available its appropriation
for this work.
The party was accompanied from
Augusta by S. J. Chapleau, district
engineer of the Department of Public
Works of the Dominion of Canada,
who came from Montreal for the
purpose of meeting the Maine High
way Commission at the location of
the bridge.

Actual Work of Turning Dirt
Com m ences

t h is

W e e ::

Says Ir . Maxfield
Rep. Charles F. Barnes of Houlton
will introduce at the special session
of the legislature in Augusta on Nov
ember 4, an act to empower the county
of Aroostook to aid in the construction
of a railroad through the county and
to hold bonds of the company build
ing such railroad.
The act will authorize the county of
Aroostook to aid in the construction
of a railroad through the county by
sub scribing and purchasing part

of

an issue of six per cent twenty year

POTATOES

gold bonds of the Eastern Alaine Rail

PROVIDE BONUS TO
MEN IN GREAT WAR

Act Before
SpenCC -Session
Will
Provide Bend Issue to R a i s e M o n e y
An act to provide for the payment
of a bonus to Alaine soldiers and
sailors in the war with Germany and
a resolve proposing an amendment to
Article nine of the constitution to
provide for a bond issue of $3,non.000
to pay tin* bonus will be introduce : at
‘ he special session of the legislature
whi< h will convene Nov. 4 by Rep
resentative Donald I). Garcelon of
Auburn, it was announced by the com
mittee on reference of bills Saturday.
The act creates the “ Soldiers’ Bonus
Fund "’ from which the sum of $100
shall be paid to any officer, soldier,
sailor, marine or nurse who has been
or is, a part of the military or naval
forces of the United States in the war
with Germany and who was a resident
of the State of Maine at the time ha
was commissioned, enlisted, inducted,
appointed or mustered into the mili
tary or naval service of the United
States and who has been or will be
given an honorable discharge from the
service.

U. S. IMMIGRATION SERVICE
AT HOULTON OFFICE

The local market is fairly active,
road. to an amount not exceeding $200.farmers trying to (dean up what stock
000. The Eastern Maine railroad has
has been stored in barns and sheds
The U. S. Immigration Office has
p,ef ore freezing weather comes. Buyers already applied to the public utilities been transferred from the C. P. R.
are paving from $3.on to .Vi.in per commission for permission to issue Station to the Federal building be
barrel.
cause of a need for a more central
these bonds.
The Produce News says:
location
to take care of the business
Tin* question of authority for the
Receipts have not been heavy this
that is steadily increasing.
pun-hasc of such bonds by the county
week, but the demand is without force
During the past year 390 cases were
and '-unfilled largely to the urgent shall be submitted to a referendum admitted a: this port and 20 refused
needs of 1he trade and price- were vote of the voters in the towns and admission. 54 cases were tried before
fact, plantations of the county within 30 our Board of Special Inquiry.
without any improvement. In
some !•'•<•■■ivers were disposed to shade days after .March 1. 1920, the county
Admission was refused to 20 because
price:, in order 10 affect a clearance.
of Feeblemindedness, constitutional
comii jssioners of Aroostook being em
and ther ■ i- no dispose urn -o lav
psycopathic inferiority, physically de
ong r'vci v< rS to bold stock over powered to appoint a day within that fective. contract laborers, unable to
■ti 2 1 1murs, it' it is possjibio 1 0 affei r fime for meetings to vote thereon, 'film read any language, and persons likely
-•i<■;1 mi m-*. Tdm (j a;.lit y 0 i
f i r ■ownty commissioners shall notify the fc become public charges.
ntm-s
show ing w0 :m■ i 1 Upi O’’ emen t
21 Departments of Labor Warrants
s11-' 11,1‘ ■11 of the towns and assessors
a !:iiI’ge pro post iion ha - bee n dug
of Arrest were served and hearings
of plantations giving them sufficient
’ i.’i.v v. eafm ■r ;ini(l Hu* y >o! ir so
given thereunder. 15 deportations on.
Oil 1> tfiat to field 1liein for any tim-* for calling the meetings in the Warrant have been effected and 6
gth nf t.fim- involv •‘s an efiun ell t of u-ual lorm for town meetings.
cases are {tending because of the
k. On Dm ti;■' - ; AI aim* -'lock in 1tLTim meetings will be called held pros'-nl -trained diplomatic situation
bi1 /_- it
a - pos.-hide f 0 r>’ach $4 and fin- returns made by the selectmen and the difficulty in arranging passage
: <n,-i! 1 way, 1Ult 111ost of Dm n•ading
within ten days 10 Cm* eountv commis on foreign bound ships. Among the
!ged '3.5(117 3. t •>. w bib soim* lot s
cu.-es awaiting deportation one is to
$;;. 02.
Slate
ami sioners who shall canvass the vote and be sent to Italy in a few days, others,
tun'd up at
•liisvlv;ania potato* *s ar e ar tiving if favorable to flic proposition they to Japan and Russia as soon as sailings
V'* fl'c- ly, but mos t of Phose :so far shall carry out the provisions of tin* can be arranged.
ungrad»*d. with $3.5<i a g‘moral act. If a majority of tile ballots arAlthough Houlton has only two inrage price 0 'll 1ti5-lb. 1tags while
■noctors who handle all the special
opposed
then
after
an
expiration
of
•thing graded will sell ill) to $5.75
* >rk between
Van
Buren
and
S5. I,l)!lg
1slam:1 pot dt(>es are six mouths the commissioners upon Vanceboro in addition to the local
iving freely ami selling gen orally the application of Inn or more legal inspection the number of cases taken
55 per 105 lb. bag. while other sales voters residing in the county may have care of compare favorably with those
•e at :?4.S5f7f-41.90. When paving $5 another ejection in the same manner imported from ports where a complete
for Long Island potatoes the bags are
os the first but no more than two votes staff of inspectors, interpreters, clerks,
generally included in the prices.
ami matrons are employed.
Advices from Virginia indicate a shall be taken upon this proposition.
The annual report of the last year
Various other provisions of the act shows:
heavy yield of second crop potatoes,
but owing to the low prices and the relate to the purchase of the bonds by
Adm itted R e je c te d
liberal supply of native stock, very the county commissioners and pay Houlton. Ale..
390
20
“
few of the Southern have reached
All .Alaskan ports
2tP!
ment which shall be made after actual
hen' so far. Country advices generally
Providence. It. I.
307
3
indilates a decreased yield and a dis work has been commenced on the road Portland. Ale.
320
1
position among growers to ask higher at the rate of $f),u(ui for each mile New Bedford. Ala^s. 310
6
•>*>
prices, but as far as the local situa completed and upon the completion of Baltimore. Md.
285
tion L concerned, the market is dull the road the junction with the Maine Alobile, Ala.
123
22
and devoid of animation. Shipments
Central railroad at Bancroft to the
from Canada are quite heavy
and
more attention is paid to grading than teiIn'oal at Houlton the balance of the
usual, with salt's generally at $37? 3.25 $2hh,uou, if any shall be paid. Other
Many friends mourned the death
pe r 15utb. bag, although some closely provisions relate to the filing of the
of Earnest Alexander Mitchell, which
graded lots went higher.
plans of the location of the line ap- occurred at the Aroostook Hospital
bv the public utilities com- on Sept. 28. 1919, after a brief illness
proved by
mission together with an affidavit- of "hich had not been thought to he
The home of Mr. and Airs. H. Dow
the
majority of the directors of the serious. Air. Mitchell was born in
Hagerman. Franklin Ave.
was the
' Houlton fifty-eight years ago. the son
scene of a pleasant
occasion
on company that they intend to proceed
of Air. and Mrs. Evven Mitchell, who
Wednesday Oct. 22. when their daugh- forthwith to the construction of the : came to this
country from Scotland
Cm .Mildred Isabelle was united in road, the actual beginning of the con- j about 1856
marriage to Ernest A. Whited of this struetion of the road etc. The final
Most of his life was spent on the
town.
section relates to the manner in which , old home place, but after the death of
Rev. E. C. Jenkins, pastor of the

and shall be deemed a pledge of the
Houlton kicked to Thibodeau who
faith and credit of the state.
carried the hall ahead on about five
Section two of the act provides that yards where he was downed by Ervin.
the state auditor shall keep an am St. Mary’s was able to make two first
count of such bonds, showing
the downs, hut Houlton held in the middle
number and amount of each, the date of the field and received the ball on
of countersigning, the date when pay downs. The ball was kept
in the
able and the date of delivery thereof ra!ddle of the first quarter. In the
to the treasurer of state, who shall second quarter Houlton carried the
keep an accbunt of each bond, show- ball
Mary’s 10 yard line wuero
ing the number thereof, the name of jt WAS on a fumble. The first period
the person to whom sold, the amount ended with the score of 0-0.
received for the same, the date of
The second period began by Houl
sale and the date when payable.
ton again kicking off to Van Buren.
Section three provides
that
the
After one or two plays St. Mary's at
treasurer of state may negotiate the
tempted a forward pass which was
sale of such bonds by direction of the
interupted by Churchill, on Van Burgovernor and council, but no such
en’s 30 yard line. A plunge through
bonds shall be loaned, pledged
or
i center by McCluskey and an end run
hypothecated in behalf of the state.
by Wilson brought the ball to Van
The death of Robert A. Austin an
/ O f the proceeds of the sales of such
Buren’s 5 yard line, here in three cen old and respected resident of the town
bonds, which shall be held by the
ter rushes by Niles the ball was tak occurred Sunday forenoon at the home
treasurer of state, and paid by him
en over for the first touchdown, Smith of Harold MacDonald, with whom he
upon warrants drawn by the governor
missed the goal. Houlton again kick had made his home for the past 15
and council, two million dollars is ap
ed off this time the ball was dropped years.
propriated to be used solely for the
by one of St. Mary's men and Houl
Mr. Austin was horn in Littleton
building of state highways and one
ton again started the grand rn> h and j uIv
1S41 and always lived thenmillion dollars is appropriated to be
inside of three minutes Wilson was until 1993 when he sold his farm and
ased solely for the building of Intra
! laying over the goal line with the ball came 1o Houlton where he purchased
state
and
In ter-81ate
and
inter
i on the other side. This made the score a home formerly owned by W. A
national bridges. All of
the
pro
112 to 0 in favor of Houlton, this time McLellan.
ceeds of the bonds may be so expended
Smith kicked a goal making a scoff' of
Mr. and Mrs. MacDonald, who bad
during the calendar year 1020 and any
13 to 0.
recently been married, took his house
talance unexpended shall not lapse but
Some fine work was done in the and made a home for him, gnving him
shall be carried over to their respec
, back field by Niles, Wilson, MeClus- the same lender care of near relatives.
tive accounts and shall be used only
fo r the construction of highways and key and Iott
When the Givil war broke out Air
The line men also did their part in
bridges respectively as provided by
Austin enlisted in the second .Maim*
opening up holes for the hackfield men
law.
Inf. Go. G. and served nine months
Provision is made in the act that all
when he was wounded, which affected
The lineup :
fees received from automobiles shall
his hearing so that he was discharged
Houlton
Van Buren
be appropriated and used in the fol
During all of his life Air. Austin
Peabody, R. E.
Martin, L. E.
lowing order:
Ervin, It. T. retained the respect and good will of
Farmer, L. T.
First, to pay interest due on all
Hannigan. It. G. a large number of friends who will
Cyr, L. G.
bonds issued under this act and other
Blake. C. regret his death.
Glenn, C.
acts of the legislature.
Fowler.
L. G.
He leaves no immediate relatives.
Bradbury, R. G.
,
<" " " ,y " lm" “ ssloners shall obtain ; Ws parents, a feK years
he s0|d
Second, to create such funds as
Bagnall, L. G. Funeral services were held Tuesday I-',,- llapl.st I hmvn porfonno,! the the money by means of interest heai-|the farm to a brother and made his
shall be necessary to redeem and re
by the county j
alnonR his brothcrs an(1 sister5.
Manuel, L. G. afternoon, conducted by Rev. Thomas ceremony, the double r.n« serv.ee , „ K bonds, signed
tire bonds under this act and other
L. T. .MacDonald, burial being made in tin* I,," U! " 7 1 , .
Smith.
,
treasurer
and
countersigned
by
the
I
H
e
was
a man who made friends
acts previously passed as they shall Tar(ly‘ R T

ROBERT ALBERT AUSTIN

ERNEST ALEXANDER
MITCHELL

\

L
5

HAGERMAN-WHITED

Smithl

y*

mature.
^ yr’
^
Churchill. L. E.
Third, to provide funds for the a d -, :yr’
•
Niles. Q. B.
ministration of the office and duties ^ ” facon’ ^ H
Wilson,, L. H.
Thibdeau, R. H.
o f the commission and for all expen
McCluskey. F B.
ditnres, salaries and expenses Incident Dalgle> F B
Iott. It. H
Solomon, H.
thereto and for all maintenance re
Touchdowns
ts, Wilson. goal
quirements.
Smith.
Referee
Fourth, to apply the balance to the from touchdowns
Time
maintenance ot state and state aid Deasy; Umpire Fr. Lannigan.
highways and any balance left unex 10 minutes periods.
pended In any year shall be carried
Monday was observed as Roosevelt
over to the same account for the fol
day.
The orchestra gave three se
lowing year.
lections. Mr. Perkins gave a short
Section five provides that no re-is
talk on his life and the great work
sue of any bonds heretofore issued or
and example he had set for the people
hereafter issued shall he made with
at large.
out an act of the legislature express
Ralph Blake was chosen treasurer of
ly authorizing the same.

the Atheletio Association on Wednes
day morning.
Measures will be presented at the
Mr. Perkins and Miss Hanson will
special session by Representatives Er
attend the teacher’s convention to be
nest F. Clason of Lisbon and Frank P.
held in Portland on Wednesdy and
Washburn of Perry providing that the Frlday of
Week.
M A IN T E N A N C E OF ROAD

mill tax highway fund shall be used
In the maintenance as well as in the
construction of roads.

___ ____________

ANNUAL MEETING RED CROSS

At the annual
headquarters on
SAVAGE-SWAIM
it was voted to
Many friends will learn with in ports had been
terest of the marriage at W oodstock.! evening Oct. 30,

meeting held at local
Thursday Oct. 23rd,
adjourn after all re
given
to Thursday
at 7.30 o’clock in the

N. B., Oct. 11, of Miss Jennie Armina , evening.
This meeting
will
be
held
at
and it is urged that each branch have
Mid Lochlln Austin Savage of Houlton
a representative present for this meet
The ceremony was followed
by
a ing, and also present at this time a
reception the evening of that day at name of one of their members to serve
the' home of the groom’s
brother, on the Executive Committee which
Herbert Savage in Houlton. Among must be elected on this date. Other
important matters are to come
up
tile out of town guests present were
which will be of interest to every
A w F o g g o f Bangor, brotherbranch In this jurisdiction and It is
in-law o f the bride. They will reside hoped that some active member of
each branch will be present.
\|n 'Houlton.
Swalm of Houlton, formerly of Bangor

Henderson burial
road.

ground.

Foxcroft

FORMER HOULTON BOY
DOING BIG JOB IN
THE SOUTH
Francis L. Searway. formerly
of
Houlton where he was employed in
the B. & A. engineering department,
was in town last week on business.
He has been working for the Cnited
States Housing Corps, at PortHiiouth.
Va., and has been at the job constantly
for two years.

Airs. Whited is a popular young
woman, a graduate of Houlton High
School and for a time after graduation
sin* studied nursing in Hu* Deaconess
hospital in Boston, and her many
friends in Houlton were glad of her
return home.
Mr. Whited is the son of Air. and
Mrs Harry Whited. Kelleran Street
and although a resident of Houlton for
only a short time, he possessed that
quality of making friends that has
made him very popular.
After a short wedding trip they will
return and will live on ihe Whited
fiiru on the Foxcroft road. The best
wishes of manv friends is extended.

He has had charge of all the
engineering in building the town ot
Cradock. Va., three miles from i’ort.mouth, including the water
works
Houlton friemds of
.Miss
Lydia
sewer, concrete walks, etc., also in Hunagan will be pleased to learn that
cluding a large* sewage-disposal plant. she bus re'cemtlv been appointed ns
There are more than sun houses on the assistant Se*cre'tary to Senator Howe*
project, covering over t;ou acre's, with of Georgia, with
headqua.rt <*rs
in
schools, churches, fire stations, ath- j Washingt on. D. C.
Idic fields and in fact everything
.Miss Hanagan for the past
two
that goes to make up a modern town. years has held the position
of
The town Cradock was projected and stenographer in tin* Aircraft division
started orginally as a war measure*, and resigned to accept her pivwnt
and has since beem opened to the* position.
public. Mr. Searway will spend bis
Her many friends here will con
vacation at his home in Newton High gratulate her niton good fortum*.
lands, Mass.

HOULTON GIRL MAKING GOOD

ITEM MISUNDERSTOOD

county commissioners of
county.

i easily and was liked and respected by
all who knew him.
In conversation with Air. Alaxfield ; He leaves three brothers. George
on Tuesday morning he informed t h e , and
Alfred
Mitchell
of
Ludlow,
IIMES that the relocation had been Joseph of Leadville, Colorado, and two
gone over and permanent stakes Jsisters, Mrs. James Brown of Houlton
driven. The actual work he says will ! and Mrs. James Sullivan of Charles
commence this Wednesday morning, ' Street who tenderly cared for him in
weather permitting, and continue as I his last illness.
long as possible.
, The funeral was held at the Con
gregational church. Rev. E. AI. Thomp
son speaking words of consolation to
9 be Child Welfare Association held many sorrowing relatives and friends.
Interment was in the family lot at
an exectu ivboard meeting at the Red
Cross rooms, Wednesday evening, Oct. Evergreen Cemetery.
22 and Airs. Francis Dow was elected
corresponding secretary, and Airs.
Leigh Cleveland was made assistant
There will be a boxing exhibition
corresponding secretary.
at the Temple Theatre. Thursday
Air. Wilford Fullerton was made evening Nov. 6. 1919.
chairman of the finance committee.
j Ira Putnam of Fort Fairfield will
Flans for the work of the associa meet Jones Gallivan of Woodstock.
tion were discussed and the following Both men have had plenty of ex
committee appointed:
perience and have been in training
Air. Everett V. Perkins, Mr. Thos. for some time, so that the contest will
P. Packard. Air. Austin Ham, Miss he fast from the start.
Anna Barnes, Airs. Fred Putnam. Airs.
Gallivan has been in the hands of
Bernard Archibald and Mrs. Alvin a Boston trainer, while “ Wild Bill”
Cotton.
Flemining is handling Putnam.

CHILD WELFARE

BOXING EXHIBITION

FALL TOURNAMENT FOR
DR. WILLEY LOCALES
ELKS BOWLERS
IN HOULTON
Tin* members of the Elks
lodge
fall activities in howling
and a great deal of en|thusiasm is being shown,
1his tournament is for the purpose
of “ tuning up” for the pig event in
howling, the inter-club contest “ Dux”
and Elks for the trophy cup.
Twelve, five men teams have been

John O. Willey D. O. a graduate of
the American School of Osteopathy
of Kirksville, Mo. arrived in Houlton
last week and has opened offices in
the Masonic Block, rooms 10-11 for
the practice of his profession.
Dr. W illey comes to Houlton after
experience in the middle west and
Southern Alaine, and has made
no
organized which comprises a
large mistake in locating in Houlton. He
portion of the local membership and it is much taken with the town and its
is expected that all records will be environment and will doubtless meet
broken.
with success in his work.

UNDESIRABLE
began the
ALIEN DEPORTED! last week

Some exceptions were taken last
Louis Orlando of Rome, Italy, who
week to our article, “Why Daylight has been confined in the county jail
Saving Failed.’’
for some months on a serious charge
This was simply a “Take off” on was taken to New York Monday by
daylight saving, and was no reflection Inspector Loeb of New York City for
on the farmer, as from their standpoint deportation.
The delay in sending him back to
Daylight Saving means
one
more
hardship, added to the troubles which his country was due to the fact that no
they have to contend with at the steamers to Italy have been available
present time.
until this time.

Aroostook

HOULTON
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It is a hard rule, but a rule that travagance which has grown in many the* psychological moment to hear
'from a point about as far north as St. same, namely: Work and save.” But
Johns, Newfoundland, and Bathurst.N. the Reserve Board is not a political braces spines and warms feet, that are cases beyond all control, and has be that juicy bit of gossip and still make
Established April 13, 1*60
; B., to another point as far south as body; and it is a settled principle with prone to be chilly if there is good come so much a habit that it is sec people believe it was an accident. In
A L L T H E HOME N E W S
! Trop. Syracuse, and Niagara Xalls. N. politics tht its remedies, whatever the somewhere in the man. And by it, ond nature and will require determin speaking of you they will soon begin
Published every Wednesday morning
themselves ed ellort to curb, at least so long as to say, “ I’m glad I'm not on Mrs.
I Y., and Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Van complanit, must involve no cost or in- also, the unfit disclose
by the Times Publishing Co.
beneficiaries. quickly and are eliminated.
the period of the relatively easy money Brown's wire.
Buren, many miles from its topmost j convenience to the
Under that rule, men who qualify continues.
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
peak, is on the same level as the city Politcis will seldom say ‘‘Work and
Buying or every sort, there mu t and
of Quebec, which is so far north of save.” Usually it will say ‘‘Just wait under the titles they wear do their ut
U. S. R. R. A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year
j Portlnd, and Greenville and Vance- a minute and I ’ll fix up for you with most by their oath and the law which will be, but the imposition of a selfDirector General of Railroads
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Caribou.
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that
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are free from the terrible cold of the
There is an almost universal tenden lishing it in some such way as this:
via Squa Pan.
Worthwhile charity isn’t so much Jregions to the North. We have a lit- grafting on consumers —horn of tht* cy among us to buy what we really “ You know, the other day I didn’t 6.21 p. in.— From Van Buren, Limestone
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ment’s
activities
may
do
something
every
month
in
the
year
in
just
the
la charitable thinking in regard to
need just because someone else is hut just as I took the receiver off the
gor.
Tim e tables giving complete inform a
our neighbors.
Right and good j right proportions to make everything to stop it and hereby do real good the possessor of it, and because, al
hook, what do you suppose 1 heard her tion may be obtained at ticket •fflces.
thoughts concerning those about us j grow nicely, or to keep the rivers But hy inculcating a notion that po so. we have the money in hand, or in tell Mrs. Smith.” etc., etc.
G E O M. H O U G H T O N , General Passenger
Agent, Bangor, Me.
w ill help to bring the good and true i filled with water so as to turn the lities is going to fix it up for us. so we prospert. with which to purchase it.
Now you know, my good woman
need
not
bother
with
trying
to
fix
it
We
Into our own lives. On the other hand |great wheels of our industries.
Self-analysis will reveal to virtually you can’t take the receiver off the
It we listen to slanderous gossip and I have all of the delights of Spring, for ourselves, the Government s ae- ev(;ry one of us a tendency toward exPROFESSIONAL CARDS
hook more than a dozen times just at
repeat the tales to others we cannot with its season of hope and promise, tivities may do a great deal of real ________________________________________
and we have the glories of Autumn, harm You will get much frthcr tow
help but sin klower ourselves.
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
,* * *
ard a cure of your own individual cost
with its wonderful coloring.
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It is right that we are a State of of living trouble hy swallowing tht*
Existence for both men and women
think that because your
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Board's
remedy.
Is a continuous battle, sometimes stag- many climates but at the same time Federal Reserve
stomach
can
digest
food
ed in an office, sometimes in a factory, ! we fail to get the terrible extremes of ‘‘‘Work and save.”
you are proof againct indigestion. The most
sometimes out in the fields or forests, heat or old which make life so unNEW DENTAL PARLORS
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Corner Pleasant Street and
U d sometimes in the kitchen. Every- i comfortable to the north and south of
There is a rule of the military serv
Highland Ave.
where it Is necessary that we fight us
bowels, liver and kidneys. Unless these are
ice which this small war we are
•gainst enther mental or p h y s i c a l --------------------- active and work in harmony, you are in danger
DR. L. P. HUGHES
emerging from might well hand on to
forces. And, because life is long and D E P E N D I N G O N T H E
of
self-poisoning.
the battle continuous, It Is the per
G O V E R N M E N T affairs political, municipal or State*:
Ransford W . Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
‘‘Don't pass the buck."
sistent person, the one who hammers
This high cost of living is a very old
The officer who was told ft) lead his
SHAW & THORNTON
away continuously, rather than the problem. Long ago a certain small
ATTORNEYS
spasmodically forceful person, who body of poor workmen in Great Britain men to tht* capture of a tb finite ob
jective or to accomplish a certain r e 
Prompt
attention
to all business
wins out
found themselves cruelly ground by it.
sult in organization or supply, math;
Houlton,
Maine
* * *
Matching their wages against the cost
Sold b y dru g
Probate matters have Special
ln boxes,
Oftentimes we lavish a great deal of necessaries and making the ends his effort, won or losf. Thereafter he
gists through
10c., 25c.
Attention
of sympathy upon a friend or relative meet seemed literally impossible. At stood upon the results and hy them
out the w orld.
was
judged.
who has a brief period of Illness,while that time the British Government was
So surely as he said his men had
w e are neglectful of even th^ comfort not likely to be very much interested
DR. F. 0. 0RCUTT
“
quit"
or his superiors had “ failed
o f a confirmed Invalid. Perhaps it is in the problems of an obscure body of
D E N T IS T
only natural that we should become poor workmen. The notion of taking him " or his supports on right or bd't
F o gg Block
hardened to seeing the continued suf their trouble to the government and had not done their part just so sure
ly
was
lit*
judged
to
lx*
a
“
buck
pas
fering of an invalid, and yet we having it fixed up for them overnight
help the bow els to fu n c tio n a te
should not forget that the one who is did not occur to these workmen. If ser," foredoomed thereafter to dis
DR. W. B. R0BEN
trust
and
usually
to
failure.
Soon
lie
ill never can become hardened to the they were to he helped at all they had
properly, and influence the liver
O S T E O P A T H IC P H Y S IC IA N
vanished from the regions where
pain he endures. W e ought to remem to help themselves. So after much
Suite 22, M a n su r Block
and kidneys to act very efficiently.
bullets
flew or high deeds were open
ber this, and try to be cheerful and thought they put their scanty shillings
Tel.
156
Houlton, M aine
patient, bringing as much sunshine as into a fund and set up a cooperative to the doing.
possible into the lives of all sufferers. shop, and out of that grow the great
* * *
Rochdale cooperative movement which
In these days of high prices wo has made cost of living a less difficult
should be careful not to live bevond problem for millions of British work
During
aftermath of influenza or i’s debilitating
our means A rainy day may come men.
there
is more than ordinary need that you
when we will need a little extra money,
Most of tl’.e branches of cur K. deral
Its A S S A M quality gives it
nourish
and
protect
every avenue
your strength.
and it is a good plan to put aside a Government responded promptly
to
that rich flavor
few cents or dollars whenever pox this agitation over high cost of living
Bible. A little “ skimping” won’t hurt
-generally proposing to renvdy the
anyone, and it is not all necessary ■-ifeatirn in short order ’ey indict ing a
that we should buy the highest priced great many individuals arid setting up
goods in the market. A shoe dealer '•Hborat • sehem - of government «-on said recently that people refused to (•■id. O’-e branch of the Govei nim-nt
buy the lower priced shoes. They de
the Federal Reserve
Board res
because of
Ionic-nutrient properties, dzny r ,:ps
mand the goods with the highest price ponded by pointing out that the great
tens
of
renewed
strength. Those rvhc are
tag. and then complain of the high causes of these* high prices were be
fearful
or
rundown
in
vitality
should use the means
yond political control and could lie cor
cost of living.
* * *
that help build up a healthy resistance.
rected only by increased produ'dion
Sold only in sealed packages
It is only by doing things which ap end greater care in consumption.
pear almost impossible, that we are
Ax the board tersely put it tin* p 10The exclusive grade of rod-liver oil ir-'-d in Scott’e Emulsion i - th" f.-ie.oe S. & 11. Process," in;;de in Not v . . ;oid r-dmrd in otir ow n .a nun loan
able to test our own powers. We will odv “ whether viewed ft om an econ
122
Laboratories,
It is a guarantor of pur:t y nod palatalu'ity : •uiv i •-ed.
never grow if we continue to do only omic or a financial standpoint is the
S’ i<!t b'c Il'jwii'
vr\
!d. N. J.
-::t
those things which are easy for us.
There are very few things in thi
world within reason which everyone
of us nun not accomplish if we have
the will to do them. I rather im a ’ ine
that, a few years ago. had some
The* rational treat merit for head « he i.-, lo t; t at: the cause, if possible, and rrm ov
stranger come into our quiet little
ic. I leadache is ox.!;.- n : vm ptom of trouble somewhere in the system, and dosing
village and told our le y
’"hat ;t with tablets or pov.ibrs c< >tairb e aeetui :Z i or other coal-tar derivatives which
meant to go ‘‘over the top” in Fra
xtop tlit: pain tempura: ;!" net weaken tae lit,, rt. is at once unsafe and unwi.-i
or engage in dangerous air battles, W vk !;;. at* may come from your (-yes, then a COOil CKillbt (.ill h"h>
out u n comes with f1
they might have though* it imj
i veal a t c o r e veil' proper cye-^’
te-.i;’ !'", to • of a>
■pe, i‘.'uxea, and constipatie . it is usually
hie for them to do the- things. Y t r t (..*
i re
: 1 *:o:i, or torpid liver, a
o: e or 1v. o do a o;
they have done them, and with credit.
me'’’di speedily help \on 1,v c.irrvi ;<e! impur i t ’e .;am« r< xt ;
{ U * clog' / ,i .-lien.‘stive oryar .> to their normal
* * *
act iv: y. ini: :
’ ' ■' ' 1 r -liable r-nmcly, yon f.b •* no chances of
It is a fine thing to sta id in th • a ea'.vxix.g the
' .. '
V a an.- rot petting rid of your heudmidst of busy belts and whirling pul ache for :\ dav or
o, ’ xi are petting at the cause of iilness and
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What SCOTT'S does for others it will do for you.— Try it!

N o ache

creating a permanent improvement.
| For sixty years ir. has proved safe and reliable standby for sick
headache. Lar. bo; * b , small dose, fit* y cents at any dealer's.

leys, with the knowledge of the gov
erning laws fn your brain, and the
quick control of them In your right
hand; but it is finer and grander to
stand where any mother may stand,
if she will, among the living spirits
which are to dominate the wh e l pondering the laws of human agency
directing the development of human
activity, bering the supreme weight
o fhuman responsibility; doing it all
in utter unconsciousness of self or of
sacrifice, strong in the wondrous love
-which alone of earthly emollients is
all persuasive and all powerful against
the grind and wear and worry of the

,

world.

|

Th a

!.. b.” Medicine ( 'o., Portland, .Maine.
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M A IN E ’8 M ^ N Y C LIM A T E S
Maine is a State of many climates
due wholly to Its great size and the
fact that it stertches from the tem
perate conditions that prevail are
places along the coast ln the south
western section, away to the north
where the snows pile high in Winter
•nd linger long in the lap of Spring.
Up
In the northern
end where
the forests extend for mile after mile,
without a single break, and where the
deer, and bear, and even the moose
roam almost unmolested, the leaves
sure now gone, Ice Is nightly forming
on the mirrored surfaces of the lakes
suid ponds, already snow squalls have
occurred on several occasions, and
everything is ready for the approach
o f Winter, which is close at hand.
Many do not realize that Maine ex
tends north and south, in Its longest
direction, 303 miles W e often hear
the expression in referring to Maine’s
length, "from Kittery to Fort Kent,”
hut the State exends many miles
farther north than the latter town al
though Its extreme point is uninhabi

ted.
The old Pine

Tree

State

extends

T h e B u ic k B u ilt R e a r A x le
has made this pure, healthful
table-drink the feverits w ith
thousands.
To make i t Right, boil 15 minutes
after boiling begins. Add cream
and sugar as desired. The flavor
resembles a high-grade coffee,
b u t it contains no caffeine,
and is fre e fro m coffee harm.
J V o R a is e I n

Po stum

P r ic e

M ade b y
Ce r e a l C o . B a t t l e C r e e k . M i c h .

S o ld b y g ro c e rs , T w o s iz e s , 154 a n d 254

Is another mechanical unit that bears the indelible Buick
Stamp. Because of Buick patents that make it unique
in design, manufacture and serviceability. N o other
automobile company can build an axle like it.

It is o f the full floating type,

Buick designers are maintained

insuring double factors o f safety

in a factory equipped w ith the

and the m axim um o f accessibility
for adjustment or repair.

most m odem m achinery.
A n elaborate inspection system

H ousing, differential, pinions,
shafts, universal joints and bear

heat treating and mechanical op

ings are uniform ly stronger than

erations, and the factory organ

the demands o f service can re

ization is backed by experience

quire, and the standards set by

covering

keeps an infallible check on a&

nearly twenty years.

When Better Automobiles Are Built B U I C K

W ill Build Them
t

L. S. B ean ,

Distributor for Aroostook County
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prison with head hung, his face with-

GET VIGOR WITH
out expression,
GRAFTED GLAND On August !• litis

GUERNSEY URGED
T 0 ENTER THE ' "ELD

a ma- was V aged
rtDC,
D • er
The elixir of life, the fountain o f i lor Ja i
, intc -sti t! gla,.
a
c- vh i . UKSh... K -CL
youth,has at last been found, is the ;
aU(1 grafu,,i upon th. ymrig
<:
h; i'Dcutaqui.-' < -mat\
belief of hundreds of prisoners at San , prjsone,.t Three days later the young are wondering just what is to happen
Quentin, California.
man was improved
mentally
and at the special session ot the. Maine
W ith 10 of their numbers flourishing, ; 1)hysj(,ajly> Ten (Iays aft(,r tll(, (),)0r. Legislature early next month. Tin y
apparently— literally growing younger ation ue was walking with head erect,'are not at all anxious over what will
as the result of operations performed ;there was a look ()t- intelligence in bis be done in legislative enactments by
by Dr. Lao Stanley, the penitentiary |face he ni(')ve(, wi(h alacrity, he had the Solons assembled but their interest
resident physician, and Dr. C . Oavid ,ga|necj fifteen pounds and had grown is more keen in what may develop in
Kelher, his assistant—the grafting of merry and was given to repartee.
for ( !ovei iio,
the way of candidate
the interstitial gland that is' supposed
next
year.
Encouraged by the results. Dr. Stan
to restore youth
and
vitality
is,
While Penobscot has two aspirants
His
.
,
,
u. i. ley continued in his new field
becoming popular within
the
high
4.
r
and perhaps three for the Governor1-'

„

I

next patient was a man of r>0.

This man was dull, moved slowly,
Half-Wit Made Rational
|was nervous. The interstitial gland of
The new operation, the transplanting ja Mexican of 27 was grafted soon after
of the interstitial gland from the body the Mexican
had
been
executed.
Of a hanged man to the body o f a l i v i n g . C h a n g e s in th e p a t i e n t b e e a in c appalman. is but the latest, most pretentious ' ent almost immediately. Two months
development of the surgery which Dr after the operation the man dec lared
Stanley has been p r a c t is in g for 10 ; he felt better than he had for ten
years within the prison walls. He is j years, was stronger, without a trace'
33 years of age.
jof nervousness.

chair, Kennebec has one1 and York is
in the running, with other possibili
ties
including
what
appears
a
probability
that
the demand
for
Governor Milliken may tore*' him to
run for a third term, this little county
up in the* neck of the* woods lias not.
as yol, made' any oflieial announcement
of where* she stands.

It is extremely likely, however,
that
there will appear in the legisla
What Dr. Serge Voronoff has been
B was the third man operated upon. tive* halls next month a more* promi
p r a c t is in g upon animals in an effort
This was on June 20 last, and the nent. and highly respected eiti/.en of
t * restore vitality and thus perpetuate
gland was taken from a half-breed In Piscataquis in the person of ex-t’onlife, Dr. Stanley has for more than a
dian boy. An improvement in Bs men gressman Frank E. Guernsey of Dov
year been p r a c t is in g upon the men.
tal condition was reported five days er. Mr. Guernsey,
however.
freely
The Idea, however, is not his, nor does
after the operation. Wherefts, ho had admit that he* is being urged by promi
ha claim it.
i been reticent before the operation, he
He makes no boasts, no predictions; } ~ “ ,VT
....... nent Republicans in all parts of Maine
he does not even say that what he h aS j^ 08 Ve ^ )ecame emP a 1(
' to enter the* field as an avowed eancii
done will prove perm anently successThe operation is performed in about date for the Governorship next year.
M l Or tenellclal. But whatever the Ulti- three quarters of an hour. It is begun Mr. Guernsey also says that his amliimate, thus far the results have been before the body of the executed man tions have* never run in this direction,
entirely successful, so successful that
cold. The subject is
conscious but lie admits that he cannot hut feci
In addition to restoring vigor to prema- throughout. Dr. Stanley believes in 'complimented at the confidence shown
turely old-young men and naturally-old spinal anesthesia, and never in any in him hv friends from Kittery
to
men, the mental processes also have operation robs his patient of conscious- Fort Kent who an* flooding his mail
-been Quickened. In one instance, that ness. B told the writer that he felt with letters urging him to declare
•o f the first operation performed, the no Pa^n at all during his operation.
himself a candidate for the position,
i

subject, 25 years of age, is declared to —
have crossed the border line of half
wittedness into the realm of rationality
as a result of the gland grafting.

Mr. Guernsey's naim- was mentioned
last vi a; |,U( during tie- sessio - of
1he Ft : • lat ure he was < t In* I
' ie
'•ast a
did not return . ue i i
to visit i lie State* Hot-,- ■ ncfor - t
session Anally adjourned. It is averred
by his friends in this section that the
special session will afford him just the
right opportunity to mix among tinleading nmmhers of tin* party and
perhaps to get a correct line upon
sentiment at tin* present time.

MODERN WOMAN’S CAREER
On being asked what kind of a car
n-er tin- modern woman should fit
herself, tin- majority of people will
say that she should lit herself for the
fulfillment of tin* functions of a wife
and a mother, the noblest calling opmi
to
large extent is perfectly true
There 11a^ been a return within a very
short time io basic principles in the
life of women.
For a great many years the majority
of girls were not taught much how to
perform tin* duties of a borne. It was
supposed they could pick these up af
ter they wen* married. Many of them
would have servants who could per
form (hose duties, and all tin* mistress
would need to do was to issue orders.
Consequent Iv Hu* lady could devote
herself to the finer side of life, eulti-

v.itc ail and music and social accom
FIRST TOBACCO
plishments and liccDine a highly decTobacco saw its first real big plant/
11 1,1 ' hip not 1xactly a productive
ing 300 years go, when John Rolfe
• 'id .
>made it his principal crop on his
That produce:! a w ry fin
ult ure. 1 , . .
plantation,
Vaaina,
on the James
But when the war came along and
river, Virginia. Since then the “weed”
i created a great shortage of productive)
labor, the bottom dropped out of do has risen from a mediocre place in
ne stir life. Millions of Women who commerce to one of the largest trade
used to live in domestic ease haw positions involving nations. Tobacco
bad to take bold and cook and sweep and America were* discovered at the
same; time- Tin* exploration of Cuba
and iron and care for the children.
It was been hard for women to take which brought the “ strange herb” to
the* knowledge of Europe enabled the
up unfamiliar duties and the coarser
tasks of housekeeping, particularly island, which was to have been a gold
for those of frail physique. Bui 1be resort, to compensate in a wav for the
failure of the explorers to find the
have responded with all the devotion
metal they had been sent to find. The
that is innate in woman’s noble na
first tobacco and pipes were present
ture
ed to Sir Walter Raleigh. He introdueeTin* modern home and the modern ed them at M e r m a i d T a v e r n , a f a v o r 
school are not doing their duty unless
ite havmt of poets and writers, wMch
they make the modern woman self
place Ben Johnson Fletcher. Selden,
dependent as respects the work of
Ned Spencer and Will Shakespeare
home keeping. 'The young family of frequented. They gve Raleigh a toast
today cannot
maintain itself, and
and declared tobacco to he the “ most
make any provision for the future,
soothing, sovereign, precious weed
unless it is independent of outside la that earth had ever tendered man.”
The early rhymesters referred to the
bor.
Mut to fit women for the exigencies uses of the herb as “ drinking tobac
co." In the first English colony in
of the world in its present turmoil and
Virginia tobac co ws the chief curren
unsettlement, will take much more
cy. It paid all manner of indebted
than a mastery of the principle of do ness. and enabled the settlers to pro
mestic science.
cure necessary imports from Europe.

Save Tim e and Potatoes— Money for the Farmers

BOGG’S POTATO GRADER

V ig o r Restored to M an of 73
The most Interesting case yet turned
out is that of B— a man of 7:5, serving
an intermediate sentence of from one
year to life. He entered the pen
itentiary nearly two years ago. His
prison photograph taken at that time
shows a man haggard and with the
parchment skin of advanced age. He
showed little interest in life. He had
dwelt for 25 years on a little ranch
home by*himself down in the peninsula
a lifelong bachelor. And then he was
detached from society, a disgra vd
man and put away. His neighbour-made no doubt he was being shelved
for him.
But B is looking into the future with
a confidence and hope, with the en
thusiasm of youth. Although he has
never married, he said toda^ he will
marry, after leaving San Quentin, if he
“meets the right woman.”
Twenty-two years ago B was fitted
for glasses. He has worn the same
glasses since. Two months following
hi operation he was able to read the
type without glasses that he could not
have read 22 years ago.

The law requires the grading at potatoes and "his machine does
the work—Call and see i*

JAM ES

“I am happy to feel that I am again
as vigorous as a young man,” he said.
“I feel the spring in my tread, a
sprightliness that was foreign to me
for many years. I can run, jump, l do
not tire. My hair is white, but not with
years. 1 am a boy again— a 73-year
old boy; happy, buoyant. Say, I can't
tell you how I feel. I feel as though I
were beginning life.”

S. P E A B O D Y

B a n g o r S tree t
K o u lto n , M a in e

-•«J»-

There are wrinkles in B's face, but
they are the wrinkles of a man of 50.
Those who have known him ever since
he entered San Quentin say he is not
nearly so wrinkled as he was two years
agd, that he holds his head higher, that
his mind is brighter.
Removed Gland from M urderer
Dr. Stanley performed his first oper
ation in interstitial grafting August 9
1918, on a man of 25, of dull mentality
who wa$ serving a sentence for at
tempted jkurglary. He went about the

'l

The Stuff They’re Made of
Marks Their W orth

T h o u sa n d s h a v e W a n te d
S u c h a G a r as T h i s

H E greater mileage, the uninterrupted service
that Fisk Tires give, starts with their built-in
goodness. B ig — way oversize— tough; measure
their mileage against any tire you have ever used.

T

They are built to an ideal—

H i e Cleveland Six is a finished product, not an
over-night venture, not rushed to thj market to meet an
emergency, k is ihc product or years of intelligent
thought and care:id work— a car designed and built to
supply higher quality in its field. Master skill and great
sincerity are built into this car.

„

be the Beat Concern in the World to Work for and
theSquarest Concern in Existence to do Business with.”

‘T o

Next Time—
BUY FISK

The Cleveland Six brings real motoring satisfaction
to thousands who have wanted such a car. It is a wel
come expression of the best ideals for service to the
world, service of transportation and recreation.

E. E. WENTWORTH CORP.
HIBBARD BROS.

Tim.

I f You Haven't Seen the Cleveland,
Come In and See It Now

Re-tiraf

I B u y F la k )

M ODELS A N D PRICES
Touring Car (Five Passengers) S i385
Roadster (Three Passengers) $1385
Sedan (Tive Passengers)
Coupe (Four Passengers)
(All priri-s I

<). B. Fact ory)

HOVEY & COMPANY
Distributors for Aroostook County
IVars Hill, Maine

T Jfc, I JhL
R

F JE^
S liSPE
i

CLEVELAND AUTOMOBILE CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO

j
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this necessary foreign relief, which
may protect our own Nation from the
disaster of epidemic. There are also
. .
20,000 American soldiers
, ,
„
woumhd
during the war still in tin* hospitals
in this ( o u i i t i v and flit1 Red ( tons must
continue to render service to them.

for the use of the clergy.
These ed. 'ihie
lers will be shown. One poster is a young woman in Red Cross
leaflets present, suggestions for lied
The American Red Cross will seek
is a striking
design
by
Howard , garb holding forth her hands in sweet
Cross services and brief statements
.
Chandler Christy, entitled "The Spii it-appeal. The third poster is a text
the reaffirmed allegiance of the Ameri
AA beautiful
of Ihc lie.,I Cross durum (he wur.
1 ol Aincrii a."
l.cauiiiul .vuumk ' uppoul Imprinted on a Imlf-lono out
can people in its Third Roll Call from
iin> peaee tasks to be performed.
woman in flowin g robes of white L
line of the popular "(Greatest Mother
Costers, window displavs, street ear ■
‘■'bowii standing1 against tin* told-- ol
November 2nd to 11th.
in the World" design.
signs, stereopticons and motion pic- 'Old (.’ lory, which forms tin
With
a
record' ol)
unrivalled
Ir.ick.Motion picture theatres thronghou:
T
o
S
u
p
p
o
r
t
Peace
P
r
o
g
r
a
m
lures
will be used to announce the Roll ground.
accomplishment in war work, at home
lower left corner is a Now England Division territory are
Each of the .'1,724 Chapters in tin1 Call and in some communities
an large red cross emblem and balancing \
and abroad, and with a new i’eace
ig 1•■•ooperat ing generously.
More
than
Program,
practical, inspiring, far- countij will raise a quota ot this fund, illuminated Red Cross will bo display- it is the word ‘.loin." Haskell Coffin's
:’,oo of them are displaying a set of
and will in addition ask support for
reaching, tne great relief organization
carrying out its part ot the
Peace
will ask the people to renew their Program.
*
KM
which
includes
public
ip * ***a a j» m aafim m .* \ftmmt\n mhjui.hu
memberships, or to become new mem health nursing, home service, educa
tional work in dietetics, home cart' of
bers. for 1920.
the
sick and first aid, preparedness
The caU 10 membership will be
for disaster relief, children’s activities
carried by thousands of volunteer
through the Junior Red Cross, and the
workers into every home, and into new health center plans. The New
oflk;es, stores and factories. Every England Division quota of the National
man and woman who believes in fund is $1,220,000.

THE THIRD ROLL CALL

stereopticon slide.s announcing tho
Roll Call, and many of them have
(agreed
to use a Red Cross film
previous to or during the campaign.
The Roll Call slogan for New Eng
land is:
“ Every membership
a
vote
of
confidence in the Red Cross."
Be
ready
to east
your
vote
November 2 to 11.

There are 108 Red Cross Chapters
in
the New England Division and each
given an opportunity to “join."
Chapter will conduct the Roll Call in
Keep the R anke Filled
its own territory, assisted by its
The membership of the American Hranches. There are 981 Hranclies.
Jled Cross today
is approximately j Nearly all of the Chapters tin* now
twenty million, not
including
the j organized tor the campaign. James
thoroughgoing Americanism will

be

eleven million Junior members. In the
■tete»

ol

Maine.

Vermont.

•'l‘" ' aser ° r " * « New BnKlaml

j Division, is in general charge ot the
, he l)ivlsi011 assls(1M|
.,

New

Hampshire, Massachusetts and Rhode Jsta ft' or

Division officers.

Island, there are a million and a half !

Many soldiers and Red cross nurses
members.
While no definite quota j who served overseas will take part in
lias been set for the Third Roll Call. 1tho campaign.
The Massachusetts
....
. .. . ..
,
,,, . . ... i Branch of the American I.egion has
It Is hoped that the ranks will be kept
, , , .
i pledged its support to the Roll Call in
tilled and thousands of recruits added the follmvlnK ,.os,)h„ j , m:
for 1920.

"The

lied

Cress

by

V
1 / 11

V;
\■
V\

its uctivitics

Red Cross membership is one thing j during the war in behalf of service
that has not been hit by the high cost men has endeared itself to the Amori-

•

of living. An annual membership still (’an public and is now helping to solve
costs only one d o lla r-a n d there Is no
w ar tax. Only dollar annual member*

•

,

.

„

1,1 " hi' h
■'.net, an
Legion has a vital interest:

, ■

v\e. therotore. resolve

ahlps will be received daring the lloll .Masaai,,,usons

that
the
Anu.rl.

can Legion, in convention assembled.
the express its deepinterest
in.
and
campaign will be to enroll members. Pledges support
to. tfie Third Red
Cross Roll Call."
ao appeal will be made for $15,000,000
Everyone who renews membership
to enable the National organization to
or joins during the Roll Call will be
complete Its war work, which by
no Klvpn am o
lv|ni|()lv
Call.
W hile the principal purpose of

V?

as service flags will also be given out.
A service flag should glow from a
window
of every home in the land
R e sp o n sib ility Abroad Pronlonged.
when the campaign closes.
Congress has prolonged
the re

means ended

with the armistice

many seemed to believe.

Red

sponsibility of the Red Cross abroad

Cross

Sunday

The campaign will open on Sunday,
several November 2, although active solicita
tion will not start until next day.
million dollars
worth of medical.
The spirit of service. whi< h is the
surgical and dietary supplies "to be soul of the Red Cross, is closely akin
used by the American Red Cross to .to the spirit of love, which is the sou!
relieve and supply the pressing needs ot roliKion. and it is therefore fitting
of the countries involved in the late that thf* Red Cross should open its
appeal for continued support for its
war." The Red Cross
must
have
work of mercy with services in the
further financial support to enable it churches. The clergy of a !1 faith's
to distribute these supplies in conn- throughout New England have, the) '
\ tries where, because of the ravages of /0re. been requested to observe Sun
'Was, famine and epidemic, the distress day. November 2. as Red Cross Sunday
Is most pronounced, as in the Balkans and to devote at least one of tic
Poland. Siberia and other countries, services on that day to the Red ( r.is .
Without the $15,000,000 fund the Red Each Rod Cross Chanter in N e w Eng
Cross w in be unable to administer land has been provided with leaflets
by authorizing the Secretary of War to

transfer

to the

Vmatwfti»m»

Red

Cross

k»mv*.

The Most Economical Car to Run in the W orld
Special Terms for Fall Delivery

o r

e

Bridgewater, Maine
u
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W ith Clothing Prices where they are today a woman can't afford to step into the first
_____
.1
.
l .
i
*
store she comes to and take the ,irst garment offered h er. !
T h ere ’s too much at stake.
She ought, to realize now, if she never did be fore that the: e s a vast
difference between garment stores, the merchandise they rter. in and
the values they give

eVT

irr i

,A\.J

A*

I
\

If she w ants to buy intelligently

«

and

get

the

utm ost

Sh e should k n o w thirl R ic h a r d s’

possible

13 tho largest spot cash dealers

f o ' her m on ey—

in ;;cod gyi’m ents in this section

S h e s h o u ld k n o w th a t by c o m i n g to

of M a in e —

t h i s L iv e Sto re for s o m e t h i n g to
w ea r she is c o m in g to the u n d is p u t
ed
h e a d q u a rte rs
for
style
quality, and is
d e a lin g
w ith

$

gre a t e s t vnlee

givin g

institutio n

the L a d ie s rteady-to-W ear
N o rt h e rn M ain e.

field

\S

v:

That ol..1 coat c." doing busir.“ 3S is
<ompnratively tow and that ali the
;-^vantages we gain through big
Iniying and low expenses go to our
customers in the form of lower
prices.

and
the
in
in

Every W om an Ought to K now these Facts—

Richards Labeled Garments ^hfTRare lots ot things

Then Let H er Buy W h ere She Pleases

— ---------------------------------------------- you ought, to know about
tiu se aa mPiUs --nbout. the wnolens, t.hf‘ styles, the w ork 
manship, e-e. Bu? a
u \s the good style, good fit,
g u-.d service, and good satisfaction in evor; one of them
kh a t ’s ot most, importance nud that make Richards Gar
ments t.ho
clothing inve
mve tment
tmerit cbtainable today at

She can’t plead ignorance if she pays more than
Richards Prices or gets less than Richards Values,
but she still has the privilege of coming here next
time. Our latch string is always out.

*

ip

$28.50

$32.50

$38.50

$42.50

$50.00

Plenty of other Fall Coats and Suits at Lower Prices, starting at $18.59

Richards & Company
25 M arket Square

“34 Years of Merchandising”

Houlton, M aine

HOULTON
Banks make special
note
of
the
potatoes they grow or purchase and

A POSSIBILITY OF POTATO

WART REACHING MAINE promptly report any suspicious tubers
A Warning to Fisherm en V isitin g the
Islands of New foundland,
St.
Pierre and Miquelon.

found !o th" .Station.
CHAo. D. WOUJJ.
Diim t j ..

WANTS U .S. TO SHARE

PAGE TH R EE
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But these instances are few. In ' But the people are happy and cheerwhich for so many months during the
war were occupied by tin*Belgian and most cases the desti notion was so ( ful. They go about their work with
g Tina ,
; rmies, the Bei . n on
*
eo: ip; • t ' no: ig is
t i tin* I smiling faces and merry
laughter.
com. . y
Be a . red < , 'r t n . >w-ly.
ntu ,
; and the G w
iso.
•
■
B
h
•
ci
ui’
:
!
They
are
hack
home.
. 1U1111:
< 1 .".ill. 'i i y still hear m.i
bet',.
•
a
ma,.,
■1
,utile a:
an- imisandx o. G-uin mull and rifle lire, and mouldy straw
man;* a cuttle
an prisoners under guard of British lying on the damp floors still convey
and Belgian soldiers as well as civil some idea of the hardships to which
a
ians, who have been called into tin the soldiers were subjected.
gigantic task of clearing up the battle
On the German side of the river is
lields and once more making it (it t'oi
a dugout, built to resist the heaviest
habitation. They are stacking shells
projectiles, and cool even on a hot
recovering brass eases and burying tin
day. It v as a favorite gathering spot
dead. There is a military eflicionej
for the Germans when tin* lighting
about their work and the progress they
was fiercest, hut now servos the more
are making is most gratifying for all
useful purpose of a refrigerator. In
the governments concerned.
stead of the hunks and chairs which
One may still see the ruins of many
once lined its sides one now -ees pile
British and Belgian tanks, caught in upon pile of beer cases, liileil with re
the German shell lire, now twisted
freshment for the soldier guard at
and broken wrecks.
Now they lie
work cleaning up the ground.
nested and neglected, mere shells of
Behind the dugout the bodies of
tin* once powerful machines which
lliroe soldiers two Belgians and one
went into action. Some of them are
Germain were buried on the bank of
almost buried in the mud. others hang
a tiny pond, made bv bursting shells.
precariously on the edge of dilapidat
Little crosses marking the
resting
ed trenches, while still others stand
p la c e s and o v e r h e m p o p p ie s nod.
high in the fields where they were
Along the Yser one may plainly sec
abandoned by such of their crews as
CASE 9-18 KEROSENE TRACTORS
survived. Many of them are torn and the effects of the hard fought struggle.
1
lore
and
there
the
top
of
a
dugout
riddled as though their heavily arm
Your order today means that tomorrow this
will
ored sides were little more than paper has been crushed in, and further along
be
on
your
farm,
doing
the
work
of
3
good
teams
Perhaps the most impressive fea the duckboards from an abandoned
operating cost of one man’s time plus 15 gal. of kerosene
ture of this dead and blackened land trench may he seen sticking through
scape are the trees. Gaunt and stark, the mud. Within sight of the bridge,
and
gal. of cylinder oil per
hour day.
stripped of every limb and branch, the muzzle of a field piece, rusted and
Present limited stock and price conditions warrant
they stand out against he skyline, so useless, points to the sky.

BELGIUM BEGINS GIGANTIC

TASK RECONSTRUCTION

7

s Two recent letters in this series
CONTROL OF GIBRALTAR
have been devoted to the wart disease
A suggestion that Great
Britain
of the potato. In them it has been
share the control of Gibraltar with
pointed out that this is the most
the United States was made by Henry
dangerous potato disease that has e v e r 1,*
.,
,.
.
,
,
v
J x ; Morgenthau on his return Ironi a seven
appeared and that its introduction into
months' trip abroad, primarily as chair
and establishment in Maine would be
man of a committee appointed by
a serious blow to our valuable potato
President
Wilson
to
investigate
growing industry. Mention was made
pogroms in Poland.
of the fact that a representative of
. Referring to his previous advocacy
the Plant Survey, in cooperation with
of the acceptance by the United States
this Station, was making a survey this
of a mandate for Constantinople. Ar
fall of those parts of the State where
menia and Anatolia, Mr. Morgenthau
it seemed most likely that wart might
said:
have been Introduced. Naturally he
A s F ull P a rt n e r
gave special attention to the few ports
"Our people
will expect
Great
from which Ashing vessels clear for Britain to welcome us in the Medi
trips to the Grand Banks. At one of
terranean and the near east not as a
these he made a rather alarming dis r i v a l o r c o m p e t i t o r , but an
a
full
covery* Before taking this up in detail partner with all rights, p r i v i l e g e s and
it is necessary to present certain other responsibilities. 1 have thought deeply
facts bearing on the general situation.
•cls to
how
Great
Britainj
can
After years of urging on the part of
demonstrate her willingness and think
those most familiar with the danger the best way would be by her giving
o f introducing new destructive plant us an equal control of the Straits of
diseases and
insect
pests,
which j
Gibraltar.”
hitherto were either uncommon
or
Mr. Morgenthau said he offered the
unknown In this country, through the suggestion on his own initiative with
unrestricted Importation from foreign out the knowledge of any govern
countries of nursery stock, seeds, mental authority. The idea did not many lifeless sticks.
Whole villages have
vegetables etc. Congress passed “The occur to him, he- said, until he was

WHY

machine
at an

1

disappeared.
ground hv the big guns into mud or
dust without one vestige remaining to
mark their location. This is true of
Poelcappelle. whose former existence
would not have been suspected had
not a Belgian major volunteered the1
information that her*1 his battalion
had once hedd its main si read for three
days.
Manv live shells still remain in the
fields, and today a.s a party w as passing within a few mil PS of
Iixmude
they wore startled by the e>cpl osion of

Much of the debris of the battle
field has already been collect >d.
Miles upon miles of barbed wire have
been reclaimed from the
entanglements, German and
Allied,
which
stretched in front of the lines hut at
some points along the river hank the
old entangleunents still remain, rusted
and twisted on stakes which tire fast
tailing into the ground. There tire*
great piles of reeled win* which has
not been unwound since* it left the*
wire mills. while tin* military telephone• sy^fen is an* still stretched ii pon
short stakes

Ftont Quarantine Act" which became |
'for New York on the Adriai
‘aic.
a law on August 20, 1912. This Act Asked if he knew how English states
was amended March 4, 1913 and March men would feel toward such a sugges
4, 1917. Under regulations provided
tion, he said:
therein the United States Secretary of
" I was told by
leading
English
Agriculture In September 1912 Issued a ! statesmen that thcy WOUIrt bt. wlllim:
quaimntlne order prohibiting the im - ! t0 accept almost any consi(|e lation (or
portatton of potatoes into the United the United States to assume these
States from the British Isles, Ger
mandates.
many,
Austria-Hungary,
Newfound
"The British are extremely anxious
land, St. Pierce and Miquelon.
for us to take this mandate. The
This quarantine order was
made question is, whether, if we do so, we
largely on account of potato wart, hut would have absolutely safe egress and
T u  lieople of 1lixmiK |e. like thie ])(*()partly on account of powdery scab. ingress to the near east. The open oik * of the "duds.'
forward. ple <>! every other des troyed Be lgium
W h en it was found that the latter door is needed at all times.
Reconstruction is going
disease was
not likely to prove
Owing to a certain propaganda here* Near the shack re a re (1 by (III*> thrifty town, are gr adually r<-turning to till*
troublesome under the climatic con there seems to he a feeding of doubt Belgian who has 1"i*t nnmd to the silt ruin of t ill ir homes. Tin- help being
ditions that prevail over most of the among Americans as to what sort of of his former hoim ■ is a ili.-a 111ed tank. ed Veil them Iiy the gov eminent is giv
United States these regulations were treatment would he accorded them. A a shell having rip] mil throm.ill its side in a t!] * Ml he; o't and sti engtll to begin
modified
with
regard
to
those bridge is needed over which these1 peo ami exploded in tin int'-rior.
llllIV
Urom
a
countries where powdery scab was the ples can get together. I think Amer one dde of tin* tan! tn that h u mb l e
b<•1" in hi
only factor involved. They have been icans would consider it the greatest shac .. st r*’tch»*.- a lother- line, am!
k - ta k e n tr am the
tin* familv washim.* i- ruin
in force for over 6 years against those earnest co-operation by Great Brit- on g i v e n day
neigh! m - home, and in
iliol hei- o|;e ■ 'mm
regions where potato wart exists and ain if she would shave with us oik* of hung out to iIry.
n!
ot:i"ii. too.
a*
pa t•di m:
from them it has it has been unlawful her dearest possessions. If we investChildren of that family p■'ay in the
to import any potatoes whatever. Ip ed hundreds of millions in tin* near broken tank. e na <■ting a- i h -v ha-, e
vj'«* w
w
nrw
m
m
1909 the Dominion Botanist of Canada east and put our fleet in the Mediterra- often herd n kited . Hv gri' n .-fnry of
X* yttv —-■t
reported that he had found the wart uoan, we would want to have tin* abso- tin* battle,
'1['hat is. they play wlrm
disease of potatoes In Newfoundland. lute right to go there when we like and they an* not at '.xork lor 1h'lguim iW a rt disease, therefore, has existed as we like.”
using i-v'ii it: .-hi Idren io irebuild its
A •T’1
in Newfoundland for at least 10 years
Mr. Morgenthau declined to reve-al hone
and for over 6 years it has been unlaw his conclusions as to Polish pogroms
ful to import into Maine or other parts in advance of his official report. He
of the United States any potatoes expects to present that to Secretary
from this island.
Lansing tomorrow.
Lining tin* hanks of the Yser River,
The Federal inspector found at one
Referring again to the question of
far as the eye can >"<■. are tin* trmn In of the Maine fishing ports that one mandates, he said:
concern imported 2 or 3 cargoes of
“ If the United States does not rise
Newfoundland potatoes in 1917. More to its responsibilities we will he looked
over it developed that this custom was upon as shirkers."
not uncommon in those seasons when
He expressed confidence that the
cod were scarpe and the price of people at large would assume these
potatoes was high enough in Maine responsibilities.
to make it profitable to bring back a
W i l l G a in W a r Objects
from OoulW CmIUi’ r<■ Tl.mat ('ramps.
cargo of them instead. So far as the
Chills, Siirai!
"With proper help for these young w
'tranis, etc.
Uruggi-t» ever yher e.
writer can learn no evidence
was nations,” he added, "the objects of
coc, 7')c. S1.4u
obtained indicating that this importa the war can be attained— the avoidance
tion of potatoes from Newfoundland of wars and the giving up of Militar
M o D m -jjn im e n t
wae an Intentional violation of the law ism.” Constantinople under a United
is a doctor's famoi:-- ;.r 1*r;;, 11■•i■
itemal
on the part of the fishermen or on the States mandate, lie said, would he a
aud external t.
a ' - itlina;. h
’ . pain
part of the customs
officials
who “ working practical statue of liberty.
quieting (iiioPvee with
wi-urd
years of reinarkaM-- mi
should have instructions covering such and lnslde k ) years would he the fourth
shipments. It does illustrate the clan- iargest City in the world and do more
gw of the importation of potato wart
exery peace than any other factor.
Into Maine and the need of the active Ativ economist, he said, could prove
cooperation of all classes of citizens ^ a t
monetary investment in stub
to prevent it. The fact developed that a mandate would be profitable,
A m ild, cir.-ct i\ (*. rem ed y
the cargoes mentioned above
were j The man(] ate was also urged by Shermostly lost from freezing and rot and ! wood Eddy, national secretary of the
the inspector failed to find any evi- y
c
who returned on the same
G o ld e n
dence of wart in fields or gardens In steamship with Mr. Morgenthau after a
H
eadache
or surrounding the port of entry.
vlsJt t0 India, Egypt and Asia Minor.
The Enforcement of the quarantine ,
^ ^ B
—_ _ .
act la in the hands of the Federal
~
N o opiates, chloral, m orphin e or eocaim*.
K;isy lo take
Horticultural Board. It Is understood
Get “ 15allanlV\
A tab let, not a p o w d e r
that they are taking steps to prevent
any further importations of potatoes
is the root of nearly all digestive
Into this State from regions which are
evils. If your digestion is weak or
quarantined on account of the wart
out of kilter, better eat less and use
disease. This, however, does not re
move the responsibility on the part of
the Individual citizen to do his part to
the new aid to better digestion.
prevent the introduction into Maine
Pleasant to take— effective. Let
o f this and other undesirable plant
Ki-moids help straighten out your
diseases.
digestive troubles.

ATTACKS NERVES

OLD GERMAN DUGOUT IS
USED AS A REFRIGERATOR Sloan’s Linim ent scatters
the congestion and
re! ieves pain

Why
Suffer

N O T IN V E S T IG A T E ?

10

pur

chasing now.

J A M E S

S.

P E A B O D Y

Houlton, Maine

Steep tea
more than 7.
immediately
Thus you w ill get A l l the good:
A ll the wholesome harmlessness,
Without the harmful tannic acid.
O F COURSE. Y O U M U S T H A V E
G O O D T E A T O BEGIN W IT H

TH E
R ESTFU L
TEA

3419
is the fastest selling tea in Eastern Maine.
Your d ealer has the sealed packets,
— all types. Prices right.

Thurston and Kingsbury Co.,

Bangor, Me.

Your d ealer also sells and recommends
T and K Coffee and T and K Extracts

m

Johnsons

D O N ’T SU FFE R

HEADACHE

Tablets

Ballard’s

O V E R -E A T IN G

Kl-MOIDS

It is very important that people
MADE BY SCOTT ft BOWNE
MAKERS OP SCOTTS EMULSION
living in and near these towns that
________
19-1A
s^od fishing vessels to the Grand ' B O B S

B M
>

Service, Service, Service— It’s the
keynote of modern business. There
are many ways in which the Life
Underwriters can he of service to his
policy holders ,sueh as looking after
details in securing policy loans,
changing beneficiary and changing
method of premium payments, etc.
Please consider when applying for
Life Insurance the advantages you
would gain in the way of future ser
vice by pleing it through our Agency
for the New England Mutual Life
Insurance Company, where you would
have a man right on the job near at
home to look after your interests.

FARM FOR SALE

A Farm ot 172 acres, 80 of which are
under cultivation, balance in wood and tim
ber, with good buildings, 2 miles trom Fair
mont, in R.F.D. Route. Good dwelling house.
Barn 40 x 56 ft. Potato In-use 38 x 62 ft.
Separate tenement for help. Pasture with
running water. 5 head ot registered cattle, 4
horses and all up-to-date farm machinery.
Only reason for selling is on account of
ill health.
For further particular s apply to
A .

J -

P

O

W

Phone 25-6 Easton

E

R

a package
before the war
a package
during the war
package

NOW
T H E FLA U O R L A S T S
SO DO ES THE PRICE!

S

Fort Fairfield, Me.

411 1M.

C L A R IO N S M A D E IN M A IN E
meet M a in e ’s needs.

J|

n
U

the

constitution that stands up

under hard w ork, the liberal fire

VS---

■-~TZT.1Z-

b o x e s an d flues that give smooth,

fj— ‘7^------ ■ ■><

JA P:: A1

T h e y have

even

f

control

operation,
of

fire

the
and

complete
oven

that

m eans econom y.

N. C ESTABROOK, DISTRICT MANAGER
NewEngland Mutual Life Insurance Company
F K 1 S B IE B L O C K

H O U L T O N , M A IN E

You

help

M a in e

industry

w h e n you help yourself b y b u y 
ing a Clarion.

W O O D & B IS H O P CO., Bangor, Maine Establi.hed
1839
HAM ILTON & GRANT, DEALERS, HOULTON

157

rjiuuu

v ib c r c Y u / r ' r ttvit s ,

J fu u a

d ay

GETS-IT’ PEELS OFF
CORNS PAINLESSLY

K n o cke rs — “ We have an old family

WAS ABOUT ALL IN
j knocker on our front door."
HE DECLARES ! “ We have one inside."

Off

R oderick S a y s N o One W ill E ve r K now
How He Suffered.

w tD N E s

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

M rs

T h e y Come Like Banana Skin.
2 or 3 Drops, T h at's All.

. . . . .

FOX BROS COMPANY

a meeting at Fredericton this week to
arrange for a schedule of Circuit races.
The dates for the 1920 fair are Aug.
31, S ep t 1, 2, and 3.

B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT I O N
D IS C H A R G E

FOR

Geo rge J. Hann
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. |

i December,

a

.

d

.,

i :n p .

Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge o f the said Court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor in the Nor thern D i v i 
sion of said District on tin- 25th day of
October, A. D.. 191!'.
IS A B E L S H E E IIA N .

(I,. S.)

Deputy Clerk
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
A true copy if petition and order thereon
the District of Maine.
GEORGE

J.

HANN

of

Masardis

In
the County of Aroostook,
and
State of Maine, in said District respect
fully represents that on the 26th day
of August, 1919, last past, he was dulyadjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights, of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of
•aid Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, T h a t he m ay be
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
charged from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge.
Dated this 22nd day of October. A. D.,
1919.
G E O R G E J. H A N N

Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON

District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
On thp 25th day of October, A. !».,
1919, on reading the foregoing petition,
It is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 5th day
cf December, A.D., 1919, befo re said Court
St Bangor In said District, Northern
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
in said District, Northern Division, and
tint all known creditors and other per,ln Interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
And It is further Ordered by the Court,

ISAB E L SH EEH AN,
Deputy Clerk

(L. S.)

ed'

form
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P le a s a n t

Ave.

HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
\

REAL

Houlton, M aine
ESTATE

FOR S A L E

Farm of Two hundred Acres Fifty
\cres in field and Tillage. Fifty Acres
in Pasture and One hundred in Wood
and Timber, in Solon,
Me.
Large
Buildings, Good House and Barn and
” ° ° ” sbed.
G oo d Potato a.t 1 Live
vto'-k barm well \\a 10 r e d . P r i c e $3500
half down, easy Payme t u
Address, Oliver H. French. Lock
B o x No. 10 Athens, Me.
F ' ’9p
N O T IC E O F

N O T IC E
I having given my son Kenneth C h a m 
bers his time, will pay no bills of bis
contracting a fte r this date.
Dated at Oakfield, Maine. Oct. (j.
341’
GCV CHAMBERS.

Unskilled

intelligent

and Reamers, $.58 per hour paid at the
start.

Atlantic

Corporation.

Portsmouth,

X. H.

w ith you

w ood

4ft.

B u y diam onds of O sgood the Jeweler.

You save from 25 to 50 per cent.

Fatten,
438

old Merritt mills.
W. E. Carr, Prop.

Telephone

Coupons for typew riters ribbons m ay
be exchanged at the TIM ES office
for any machine.

Pond. Harness Maker,
End of Bridge.

Union

^ W .V .V V W A V ^ V ^ V .V .V '.V .’

Sq.,
4#tf

many people at this season of the
year. Leave your orders at the
TIM ES Office.

between the

B. &

D an cin g School Instruction
in Pouplar Steps. Children after
noons, Adults evenings.
Heywood
Theatre, Mondays.

A.

fo r any M agazine or
Newspaper may be left at the
TIM ES Office, where the lowest
price can be obtained.

W a n te d , a w o m a n to do c o o k in g at her

home three days in the week. Fine
opportunity for a good cook to earn
extra money and still be at home. T ypew riter R ib bon s fo r all m achines
as well as Carbon Paper made byApply in person to TIMES office.

pocket

book

c o n t a in i n g

a sum

of

A

valued

subscriber

sa y s

“Every

time that I have used these columns
money and a cheek for around $60.
for selling articles, they have been
payable to Fred Kidney, was lost on
successful.’’ Try them.
Bangor street on Saturday Oct. 25.
Reward for return to TIMES office.
244P. For Sale 1 Sideboard, 1 commode, 1
Art Square, a few pictures, 8 din
error w a s

m ade by so m e one on

ning room chairs.

William Mcllroy.

to grind you at an.'.- time and it give
ns pleasure to tell you how we can
save you money and make vour oid
apparel look as good
Our
■work in
CLEANING AND P R E S S I N G
i - always satisfaetot y.
We u
modern methods and pet all wor
out promptly.
When can we <a il tot
wrinkled garment W

COSTELLO & SULLIVAN
Room

10.

Mansur

B lo c k

US

F o r the releif of C o ld s and the H e a d 
ache and F e v e rish S y m p t o m s
u su a lly a tt e n d in g them
A .
U N IT E D D RU G C O M P A N Y
Boston, U. S. A.
L iverpool, En g.
Toronto, Can.

I have got five o r six s p a n s of good

G .

M

’

i.i i* o

$a y s

ORONO

P a y B ig M o n e y
when
Less

fatte ned quick
F e e d ---------------

That's apparent
to
everyone.
Getting nig Hogs is another mat
ter and it 's a seldom- one too, in
the<e days of high piiees and
huge demand. No Hog raiser can
afford to take a chance of losing
•the big profits that healthy bogs
are bringing everyday by relying
oh old fashioned methods in hog
raising. The up to date hog rais
er is feeding his hogs

O

AVALON FARMS HOG TONE
and sending fat, healthy hogs to
market.
He's cleaning up >e
cause he gets the most fat out of
every pound of feed.
You e in
clean up too, by using his methods

USED CARS FOR SALE

A v a lo n

Farm s

Hog

Tone

to

the

Step in to - tit

office

an furnish you with

egg,

stove

or

chestnut,

at 18 .Market Square or Telephone us at 30 -LM.

& J A C K IN S

No. 194
.)(» acre farm. 35 acres under line cultivation, 6 acres
woods, balam e pastuie.
Barn 30x36 withshed, horse stable 20x24.
House in good shape, good well at door.
Nice team, cattle, machin
ery. hay and seed. A great trade for some one who wants a small farm.
No. 195
175 acrefarm, 100 acres cleared, pasture for 25 head
cattle. Lots of second
growth wood also good lot of lumber. W ell
at door that never goes dry. Ten rods to school, 2% miles to church,
6 miles to Houlton. Stock and machinery can be bought with place
it wanted.

best

interests of the people as ever ajid offers the following for quick sale

No. 156

7 room house electric lights, cement wall and floor in
Price right,
W ill exchange for farm.

cellar.

The Ernest Leighton Residence Kelleran Street

I

A Small Farm on Military Road

Shed 18x35. nice little barn, nice lot 5x10 rods.

No. 170
7 room* house corner lot, 5 minutes walk from square.
A nice little home for some one who wants to live handy town.
Easy Terms

A Large Farm Woodstock and Houlton Road
The Large Whalen Farm island Falls
These are only a few of the splendid properties listed with me.

W*

No. 191
129 a re farm. 80 acres cleared, 30 acres pasture lV*
miles to school and church, children to school. 4 miles to market, build
ings in fair shaope. This is a good farm.

*

alive

T

PALM AND VILLAGE PROPERTY

44::

much

A . 1ST

REAL ESTATE FOR S A L E !

Drug Store

as

.-y! vania .dine

J A C K IN S

THE OLDEST HEAL ESTATE AGENCY
After 33 years in business, is today

" W

1 large shipment, now on the way direct Horn the Penn-

Pees

Munro’s W est End

Houlton, M aine

XT

CO AL ?

hogs of worms, puts them in th e
pink of condition and makes them
get fat at an astonishing rati-.
Hid hogs on the Avalon Farms in
a test under the supervision of ti l e
Purdue Indiana Agricultural Ex
periment St;.tion gained 2.13 lbs.
each day. Conn1 into the r o t '
and let us tell you what this re
medy will do. It wont cost you a
cent to try it if it doesn't do as
we say

STO RE

in avy team horses all ready for
work that I will sell at a bargain,
will sell wagons, sleds and harnes
also. For prices and particulars see
Wm. R Yerxa. or Phone 333-W.
442p

ESTATE

road,

SALE

E s p e c i a lly
------------- f.n

REAL

The I! C Ames farm on the Bangor
opposite the .hum's M. McNulty
farm t'ornmrly owned by Mr. Frank
Owen. Sixty acres of land. Id room
house with all modern improvements,
hath, electric light and water, hot air A n 80 acre fa r m fo r sale, located in
what is generally admitted to b •
furmi'-e. large front veranda,
over
the most prosperous farming section
looking the Penobscot River and Union
of the Kennebec
Valley.
Under
River Hills. Tin 1 house is perfect in
good state of cultivation. Never
“ very way. Farm under high cultiva
failing water in house and barn.
tion: line spring in pasture: orchard
F H. Pressey. R. F. D. No. 1. Norof 15d trees, consisting of apple, pear,
ridgewoek. Maine.
639
plums and cherries; under cultivation
and growing crops; two acres oats, 1U>
d< res buckwheat. U acre potatoes and W a n t e d l i t e l ' i g e n t w hite W o m e n to
huge garden, nice honnerv with so
<are fo 1 nervous and menial casern
in us and 5d chicks all farming tools.
Beginning .-alary $30.00 per month.
1 thoroughbred cows. 2 yearlings, 1
Al e laundry attendants beginning
•alt. 1 pair horses, s cords hardwood
at $25.imi and advancing to $30.00 the
!ift“ d tor stove, all shades; linoleum
second month.
Full maintenance,
floor covering.
screen doors and
including laundry.
Increases with
screens; also outside windows. The
time service. Training School for
1' “ t of reasons for sidling. Pleae call
Nurses maintained.
Write or call
on Mrs. Ames or inquire of J. H.
at the Connecticut State Hospital.
W EBSTER. ORCNO
41
.Middletown, Connecticut.
442

B ig n o g s

CO.. H O U L T O N

p o s itio n s at good pay for

women and
girls
amid
plesant M e r c h a n t s and P r o f e s s i o n a l men do not
have to buy coupon books for type
surroundings and congenial workers,
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
in a newly cqninned.
well-lighted
the TIMES office as you need them.
and well-heated office. If you have ;>
fair education and want tirget ahead
our publishing house offers you a F o r Sc. 1c one G-ay S e p a ra to r, one G r a y
Engine mounted on trucks, one
(•nance to do many kinds of office
Drag saw and one Circular saw
work, an eight-hour day.
amn'e
.Mrs. Maud R. Stewart. R. F. D. 4.
recesses, vacations with pay. library,
39tf
annual picnic and
ontort;iinme"f
free tme of the gymnasium ant’
‘-wimminp pool and reading rooms. Fc und on Saturday an auto tire
Kdpcat ional facilities riehf in outmounted on a rim; owner may pro
own office make r tpid advam-eni-mt
filer property by applying at the
possible. If you are an ambitious
TIMES office and paving for this ad.
at'rl looking for a chance to get
242
ahead, write for our free booklet,
which tells more in detail about the F o r S a le — F a r m 25 acres, all sto cked.
work and which
is
filled
with
Twelve minutes walk to electric
nbtnres of the
employees.
the
ear-, i>H. mill's to eitv. Enclose
publishing house and (he city of! i stamp. .J ( ’. Read. Route 14 Gardiner
Augusta. W H. Gannett. Rub.. Inc..
-Me.
4411>
Employim nt Department Augusta.
Maine
P44

If

you want to sell or buy call on the Oldest Real Estate Dealer in the
County

Union Made, Sweet and' Satisfactory Smoke. Seven Cents and
W ell Worth Tt. A t A ll Dealers

470

station and Market Square, a fur
lined buckskin glove almost new,
will finder kindly return to Jack
McNair. Park Street.
144 Su b scrip tio n s

A

The Robert Currie Residence Franklin Street.

B F A C IG A R S

hard

Webster— There’s none better. Cal’

WE ARE GLAD

seven
passenger
Whereas, Richard M. Hatt, of Her„
sey. in the County of Aroostook, and Powerful and fast, inexpensive tState of Maine, by his mortgage1 deed i operate splendid family car for litth
dated October 18th. 1918, and record- |monev.
ed in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
y 0 l. 309, Page 323, conveyed to WilliFord Touring, five passenger. n-*w
am Bragg then of said Horsey, the paint with good tires, Al running ecufollowing described real estate, to
. w it: a parcel of land with the lmild- dition.
ings thereon, situated in said Hersev.
Reo, five passenger, just overhauled.
an[j being the store lot formerly ocj oupied by the said William Bragg, i now in first class running conditio:1
situated in the northeast corner o f . electric light and starter,
j Lot No. 1, in said Hersey. And wherelas the said William Bragg has since d 1
These cars are all good ones at real
I ceased, and the said Edna B. Lord, of bargains. Call for information at

not complete unless you take plenty of

L o s t last w e e k

243

The R. S. Philips Residence Military Street.

is

O sgoods.

station.
For particulars apply to
Augustus Parks. Tel. 354-W.
242 Sh eafe’s

Perm anent

Willys Knight

A H U N T IN G TR IP

good

W anted W om an, C o o k ’s A ssista n t and

C A U T IO N

M a in e

M c G A R Y B R O S , or M c G A R Y ’S S H O E

at

or send to TIM ES Office.
Whereas my wife Lucy J. Han scorn
has left my bed and board 1 hereby P u b lic s t e n o g r a p h y and b o o k k e e p in g
done by Alda
Greeley.
formerly
forbid anyone from trusting her on
Commercial
Instructor at Beals Lum ber W anted, H ardw oods D ry or
my account as I shall pay no bills of
sawn to order. W e send inspector.
Business College, Bangor. Room 4
her contracting after this date.
Wayne Lumber Co., 110 W est 40th
Frisbie
Block
or
telephone
143W
ERNEST HANSCOM.
Street, New York City.
1286
44tf
October 17. 1919.
343p
West Enfield. .Maine.

D 358

FORECLOSURE

Pens

only few minute’s walk from the
square. Apply to Mrs. Jennie Rhoda W h en you need a new tire or inner
9 Leonard Street.
144
tube for your Ford car call ou D. J.

Steady work.

Treat

loo acre farm lk. miles from B. AA, Station Houlton. under the very
best cultivation free from rocks; cut
75 tons of hay; raised latin bushels
oats: 15IHI bid. potatoes this yeai
Good well in yard 148 feet deep:
small house; barn 4bx9u feet with two
sheds 40x20; horse stable; till kindof farming tools: manure spreader.
Reaper and Hinder, two Mowing in a
chines, two Horse Rakes, two Sulky
Plows, two Wheel Cultivators. two
Spade* Plows, two Horse1 Hoes, two
Hand Plows, Hoover Digger. Robbins
Planter and Seeder foi* grain and seed
also three Disk Harrows and four
Spring Tooth Harrows. Anyone look
ing for a good farm handy town with
a good nirket this is your chance.
About 50 acres ready for potatoes and
grain next year. Telephone or wiite.
('has. H. Berry, Houlton. Maine. Price
$12,000 including all the above mimed
machinerv.

F o u n ta in

Anyone desiring to seir th eir chickens,
ducks, geese or turkeys may do so
by calling Horace Chaloner.
Tel.
465-12.
L arge, pleasant, furnished room s to let

Call at the Employment Bureau. The

Fab tablet contins 111 grains A c t
anilide: In addition to tin-* above each
tablet contains 2M grains Aspirin
combined with other medicinal ins.::-(lie’ll s.

FOR

for sale,

aid 1C in. length-.
John
High) St., Phone 131-11

men in good

i physical condition to work as Bolters

LAXATIVE COLD T A B L E T S
WITH ASPIRIN

DRUG

Weed

Potato Ground to Rent for Next Sea
son. 1V2 miles from C. P. R. R.

WANTED

j fc x o ll

BY

'

second girl at Aroostook Hospital.
Good home tor right party.
At
Aroostook Hospital.
43tf M aple S p rin g W ater is Being Used by

FOUR

RECOMMENDED

M o n e y to 1B u y

Hangor, Maine. Sept. ;:t>. 1:•1!•.
out
of an
Pursuant to the rules to the lustrict L o s t — On the street, or
automihle. a black muff. Owner will
1’ourt of tin* i ’ nited States for the Disnay reward for return to the TIMES
t rift of Maine, notice is hereby given,
office.
144
that Albert James For tier of Van Huron,
in the Xor htern Division of said District !
N a t io n a l C a s h R e g i s t e r fo r sale fr o m
has applied for .admission as an a t t o r n e y )
and counsellor of said District ('ourt.
j 1 cent to $.‘{9.99. Wholesale and
retail adders.
Enquire of Louis
ISAB E L SH F KHAN.
Ginsberg.
144
343p
Deputy clerk.

Ph o ne 4216
TW ENTY

-

family a few hours during forenoons
For information applv in person to
S t a r k e y 's M e a t S l i c e r ju st pu ts the
TIMES office.
finishing touch on smoked beef,
F o r S a le One A u to m o b ile p ra c tic a lly
bacon etc.
new.
A bargain if sold at once.
NOTICE
Apply to Frank Sineock. Houlton,
Maim1.
243p Houlton Flou r and Feed M ills (T he
G. S District Court, Maine District
j

alcoholic

Po rtland,

"

12 Kelleran Street.
G( t. 15 when a package containing
a wolf fur neckpiece was taken by
mistake from Clarks Hotel. Owner
of the parcel taken can get her W e will call and get your storage b a t
tery any place in town and take care
package by returning the other one
of it during the winter.
Houlton
to the TIMES office.
244P.
Battery Service. Tel. 524.
tf

THE NEAL INSTITUTE

FARM

and testament of the said William
Bragg; and whereas the condition of
the mortgage is broken, by
reason
1whereof, I the said Edna B. Lord, Ex) ecutrix as aforesaid, claim a forecloj sure of the same, and give this noticp
!for that purpose.
j
Edna B. Lord,
! Executrix of the last will and testaj ment of William Bragg.
By her attorney
Harry M. Briggs.
1 Houlton, Maine, October 22. 1919.
344

j

anv

Nea!

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

be Don e at

Osgood
accepts if Waterman and Sheaffer Pens lead."
' ' ....... ' tile Jeweler
1
’ ” He
” ............**
without discount in trade.

.

Write for information at on< c

HATHEW AY

NOW open and ready for YOU. A
business training secured here
tlm
fivst big step toward success. Others
have found it so- so will you. Write
today and have your seat reserved.

.

W ill

B r i n g all of y o u r C a n a d i a n

An

.Made in U. S. A.

That the Clerk .shall send by mail to all
known creditor* copies of said petition
and this order, addressed to them at
their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
jndfe of the said Court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor In the Northern Divijnon of said District, on the 25th day of
October, A. D.. 1919.
g.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk,
A »rue copy of petition and order thereon
ISABEL SHEEHAN. Hersey, has been duly appointed and
Attest:
Deputy Clerk. qualified as Executrix of the last will

\

incut; also

before said < ur? ha hit.

it
B anger in said District,
Nor thern
[Division at 10 o ’clock in the forenoon;
' and that notice th ereof be published in
i rite Houlton Times, a newspap er printed
! in said District. N orth ern Division, and
; that all known creditors and other p e r 
sons in interest, may appear at the said
1time and place, and show cause, if any
i they have, w h y the prayer of said p e t i 
tioner should not he granted.
And it is Further Ordered by the Court.
That
the
Clerk
shall
s e nd
by
mail to till known creditors copies of said
i petition
and this
order. ;uhlr"s-t?d
to
! them at
their places o f
residete e as
stated.

.

Drug
Habit

At a meeting of the directors of the
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
Houlton Agricultural
Society held
District of Maine, N orth ern Division, ss
Monday evening A. E. Carter was
On the 25th day of October, A. !>..
elected treasurer to All the vacancy 1919, on reading the foregoing petition,
caused by the death of E. Murray it is—
absolutely cured by the

1

.

Repairing

Osgoods until after January First. ! F u rm shed ro o m s to let at 38 H igh la n d
........
__________ i Avenue.

W a n t e d a w o m a n to w o r k in a private

XV

a bearing
A Committee wa8 chosen to attend j b e had upon the same on the 5th (lay of

No C lo c k

have a sale on

new will sell cheap, see Mr. Adams
at the Dream.
144p

ft*

Ordered by the Court, T hat

T a b e r will

T y p e w r i t e r for sale. J u st as good as

the other day.
|anda in front, cement cellar, wood and
"I have been having a pretty tough i coa] furnace fine stable. Their is not
time of it for the past year, continued ; a . better located or more substantial
Mr. Roderick, "and when I commenced j pjece 0f property in Houlton and the
taking Tanlac I didn t lack very much |owner for best reasons is anxious to
of being all in, so far as health and j
an immediate sale and have
strength goes. I suffered terribly from j ina(j 0 a remarkable price with that
stomach trouble and nobody will ever ( end in view,
know what actual misery I underwent
If you are looking for a first class
on account of gas forming after meals. up-to-date home admirably situated
Cuth? Quit It! “ Get»-lt” Peak I t !
In fact, everything I ate disagreed with this will suit you and we will stake
our
reputation
on
the
price
being
right
me, and when I saw or thought of
banana skin.
T w o or throe drops will
Large list of good homes for sale. do the work, without fussing or trouble.
something that I would really enjoy
Von apply it in - or 3 seconds. It dries
eating, I was afraid to touch it, for I
immediately.
" G e t s - I t " does the rest,
without bandages, platers, blood-brinxknew what I would suffer afterwards.
ing knives or razors,
(let rid of that
I was billious nearly all the time, and A ge n ts Equitable Life A ssu ran ce Co. corn-pain at once, so that you can work
and play without corn torture. He sure
when I went to bed at night I couldn’t 82 M ain St.
Next to E lk s Club to use " G e t s - I t . " It never fails.
“ G e t s - l t , " the only sure, guaranteed,
sleep to do much good.
money-back corn-remover, costs hut a
“After reading about Tanlac and the
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT I O N F O R
tritle at any drug store.
M T d by K.
Lawrence & Go.. Chicago, Illflood it was doing so many people, I
D IS C H A R G E
Sold in Houlton and recommended a
decided to give it a trial, and I just
(». F.
the world's best corn rem edy b;,
In the m atter of
m in.ni-i-imtcv ■French & Son. Le ighton & Feeley.
want to say right here, that it is the Roy L. Lis te r
In B u n k i u i u . ^ i unroe*s W e s t End Drug Store.
Bankrupt.
host medicine 1 ever saw in my life,
w h y, that stomach trouble has been T o the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge o f the
District Court o f the United States for
aompietely overcome, and I feel so well
the District o f Maine.
and strong now that I can do as hard
ROY
L.
L ISTE R
of
Caribou
days work as I ever could, and I don’t
in
the
County
of
Aroostook
and
have that tired, worn out feeling like
State o f Maine, in said D istr ict respect
I did before I took Tanlac. I enjoy fully represents that on the 5th day of
he was duly
getting out in the evening and taking August, 1919, last past,
long walks now, and I just feel like a ad judged bankrupt under the Acts of
CongTess rela ting to Ban kruptc y;
that
different man altogether. I tell all my
he has duly surrendered all his property
friends about the good Tanlac has done and rights o f property, and has fully
me. In fact. I never lose an opportun complied w ith all the req uirem ents of
ity to boost this wonderful medicine.’’ ■•aid A c ts and o f the orders o f Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by MunWherefore he prays, T h a t he m ay be
na’s W est Sind Drug Store, Island Falls decreed b y the Court to ha ve a full d is
hy S. R. Crabtree, Fort Kent by Stan charge from all debts provable 'against
his estate under said b ankruptc y Acts,
ley Burrill.— Advt.

B u rtL

N o ra

stamped goods commencing Oct. 29
and continuing for two weeks.

to me." said Joseph Albert Roderick, j e x t r a l a r g e l o t o f lalKl n r)X248 feet,
a well known carpenter who lives at j Houce 2ys story. 13 rooms al finished.
18 First street, New Auburn, Maine j
room electric lights, broad ver-

HOULTON AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

There's a murderous, painful way to
tin*
i W e have just had placed in our KVt rid of corns, and then there
peaceful, glorious ■•peel-it-off"
cts “My general health has impro\ ed • bands one of the finest and best mod- lt " vou will sav ''never again "G
to all
much since I commenced taking ^an'je r n up-to-date properties in Houlton. other methods. This is because "(JetsI t " is tin* only cor n-rem over on earth
lac that my work is actually a pleasure ; Located on the best street and with that makes corns peel off just like a

except such debts as are excepted
by
law from such discharge. .
Dated this 17th day of October,
A.
D.. 1919.
R O Y L. L I S T E R ,
Bankrupt.

29, 1919
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GLYCERINE MIXTURE
FOR GAS ON STOMACH

>

The new Masonic Temple will be
S. L. Purington returned
Friday
dedicated on Friday Nov. 14, 1919
from a short business trip to Boston,
1919
Houlton. Maim*, October
when the Grand Master will be present
where he went to purchase goods. Mr.
Simple
glxeerine,
buckthorn
bark,
To
the
Republican
Yoteis
of
Aioosaad
full Maconic ceremonies will be
Purington says that goods are scarce
etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka relives
took County:
used.
and the prices are hound to be higher
r, . a _ .
, in most everything in the clothing line. ANV CASE gas on stomach or sour (j entiemen •
Jas. c Aladigan who has been living
Mrs. Fred Smith is visiting relatives
■tomach. It acts on both upper and
Azail Roach of Smprna Mills was
I shall be a candidate for Sheriff, at j on Burleigh street for the past three
Supt.
of
Schools
Thos.
P.
Packard,
lower
bowel
and
removes
all
foul
matin town last week on business.
in ’Bangor.
years has moved to Main street, in the
J. P. Costello the Undertaker has
i)r. t . S. Dickinson has been in Principal E. V. Perkins of the High ter which poisoned stomach. Often lhe June I>limaries.192m.
School, A. R. Ham of the Grammar CURES constipation. Prevents appenI am not a stranger to the duties of house whih was built by his father,
added a motor hearse to his equip- Boston the past two weeks,
Miss Alice Madigan has moved to the
School, Miss Ruth Kerr and Miss Vose dicitis. The IN S T A N T pleasant action the Sheriffs office,
ment.
house on Burleigh street.
County Coni’r. S. P. Archibald was left Tuesday evening to attend the 0f Adler-i-ka surprises both doctors
I served as Deputy, four years an
Herschel Shaw Esq., who has been in town Monday on business.
State Teachers Convention which is and .patients. One man who suffered
Air. and Mrs. Herbert Smith of
. tin Boston on business returned home
tler Sheriff Lawlis. the same under Mr.
The Unitarian Sunday school will being held this week,
Medford. Mass, are guests at the
five yers from indigestion and constiFriday.
Thurlough.
commence its sessions next Sunday.
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cleveland
The Right Rev. Bishop
Brewster Pation was helped by ONE (lose*,
John S. Murray spent several days
During Sheriff Dunn’s administra on Court Street. As Miss Currier, Mrs.
will
administer
the
rite
of
Confirma1
D^
French
&
Son,
druggists,
Miss Germaine Wilson has accepted
la Bangor last week, making the trip
tion I have been Deputy Sheriff. Turn Smith has been in Houlton before,
the Good
“
~
a
position
with Samuel Lane as sales tion in the Church of
toy automobile.'
having been a room-mate of Miss
key and cook.
Shepherd next Friday evening at 8.20.
H. G. Dibblee sold and delivered t o ; ladyMadeline Cleveland’s when she attend
I
think
my
work
has
been
satisfac
James White, Dyer Brook last week
Palmer, the dentist
will be the Bishop will also celebrate the Holy
ed
Simmons College.
Communion on Saturday morning (All,
tory to the Sheriff, the Commissioners
a Cole Aero & car.
•
absent from his office until Nov. 10,
Rev.
Dwight
F.
Mowrey
of
West
i
Saints Day) at eight o’clock.
and the public.
Weymouth has accepted the pastorate
Mr. an<J Mrs. Omar Dow have r e - 11919.
I am familiar with the duties of the
oo has
uaa accepted „a
Edward G. Daly of Boston arrived in ()f the Unitarian Church in Houlton,
gam ed home fr6m a visit with friends
jyiiss Helen Bliss
in the^ReeisTer
Houlton Saturday morning and will and will als0 preaoh at Presque Isle I Sheriff's office in this County' and
la WatervUle, Maine.
elected, ”will
the -laws
position in the Register
l e e d 8 |give information to the returned men and Fort FaIrfield, under the same ^
in enforce ^
- of the
THE HOUSE OF DILLINGHAM
M a n a g e d .'E ; Adams of the Dream
on war risk insurance. A meeting was pian at< was jn vogue with the late state, as I find them on the Statute
Bangor, Maine
Theatre,
in Fort Fairfield ThursBooks.
Mrs. Rued Moore spent a few days arranged for 7.20 o’clock
Saturday F A Gilmore
d a j on a business trip.
___
___ _________________
___o .........
........
........
last week
with relatives at McKenzie evening
at the .......
local Red
Cross rooms
,,
.. , .
EDMUND W. GRANT.
Announces the isntallation of a
i_
r.
!
TTr . ,
,
„
, ,
Mr. Mowrey comes highly recom
are |
•Mr. and Mrs.
Almon
Hall
i Corner, N. B.
! on Water street and was well attended.
‘
,
. ..
.
„
Advt.
new
and up to date ruling machine.
.
“
,
I
mended and the members of the
racslvlnpf c d p l ^ S o n the birth | Mrs. Bun Gilpatrick and Mrs. Harry < Chaplain Croft, who is to conduct Unitarian Church in Aroostook County
This machine will do all kinds of
of. a so n ja s t-w e e k .
Samples of Personal Greeting Cards
Little were in town Saturday calling an Evangelistic
Campaign in the are to be congratulated upon securing
paper ruling in any size and de
for the coming Holiday season have
Methodist Church beginning Nov. 17 his services,
Jfercier Co. have ' purchased
the jon friends.
sign. W e will be ready to receive
arrived at the TIMES office and those
Friable
op Court Street from
A L. Bragg, one of the prominent will be in town on Friday of this
orders
within a month. For furth
desiring
to
order
may
do
so.
The
:ttoe Unitarian society.
farmers of Stacyville was in town week and desires to meet at 7.2,0 in
early attention to this will avoid the
er particulars write the manager.
the
evening
all
those
who
are
‘ - Miss NSUle Quigley of Milton, Mass, Friday doing business.
delay incident to the Christmas rush.
interested in the movement in order
la the guest, of . Dr. and Mrs. J. A.
The Congregational Circle will meet to make suggestions and formulate
Those interested in the sale of War
Donovan on Court street.
this Wednesday P. M. with Mrs. L. B. plans.
Savings and
Thrift
stamps
have
Mr. Jatp^s Woqd accompanied his Johnson, Military street.
Frank R. Patten of the State High- started a campaign to further the sale
.mother to Boston Friday, where she
The friends of Mrs. Augustus Drew way Dept, who has completed
his of these all over the state
ll
went for medical treatment.
will be sorry to hear of her illness at work as inspector of the new bridge
They have interested H. Alder who
was employed by the Selectmen last deals in junk of all kinds and he is
Geo. Cary of St. Johnsbury, Vt. her home on High Street.
w as the iciest of Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Harry M. Cates
moved
Monday week in running street lines and get- willing to purchase junk and pay in
Colton, Thaorsday/of last week.
from Union Square
to
his
new ting levels on the Square and the Thrift stamps.
It s the Remembering that means so much
streets of the business section for use
Why wouldn’t it he a good idea for
Misses
Catherine
and
Joanna j residence on Court street.
later on when the question of paving every householder to clean out salable
Those friendships you prize so highly— those courtesies
Xlocan have gone to Vfalliamstoun, Vt.
L K . Fisher, Linotype operator at
these sections comes up before the junk around the house or farm and
you ought to acknowledge— those favors you intend to
where they will spend the winter.
j the star-Herald office Presque Isle
town fathers.
turn it into Thrift stamps, the advan
pay—
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Hall Jr. have j spent Sunday in Houlton.
tage* of which everyone knows.
There was a good attendance at the
moved to their new home on Court St. j Rev a . M. Thompson will preach in
All can be remembered more graciously and thoughtfully
( whore thoy i r e delightfully situated, j
Presbyterian Church, Foxcroft. special meeting of Fidelity Chapter,
by the simple, timely gift of exquisite flowers—
O. E. S.. held at Masonic hall on Fri
A. G. Bryenton, representing
the JSunday, Nov. 2nd. at 2 P. M.
day evening, Mrs. Ina Porter, special
It s the tender thought—the sincere message that makes
Federation of Farmers
at
Smyrna
Daniel Callahan, who has been in district deputy
grand
matron,
of
flowers so appropriate.
For the “ Gift without the giver
Victor
E.
Peters
who
for
21
years
-Mills was In town Friday on business. |the w est the past two years is visiting Presque Isle, was present in her official
is
bare’’.
But
your
gift
of
flowers is— You—
was employed in the Collector of
Miss Marion1 Robinson of
Boston ' his parents on Franklin Ave.
capacity and inspected the work. A
(
v
\c)(*>7i\c£
Customs department has announced
w as in town last week to attend t h e 1 Miss R Uth Gray returned to Hebron delicious 6 o’clock supper was served
("lowers for all occasions
can be delivered to
his candidacy for Sheriff of Aroostook
funeral of the late Murray E. Burtt.
last week, having been called home on by a competent committee followed County at the Primaries in June 192b.
any part o f the United States through the
by work. Mrs. Porter’s remarks were
Florists T elegraph D e liv er y Service.
The B. and A. Paint crew has been account of the illness of her mother.
Mr. Peters started in the Customs
most interesting and enpoyed.
employed the past week, doing work
s«*rviee after the death of Collector
Miss Esther Harves of New Rochelle
•on the passenger station and other N. Y. is the guest of her uncle Mr.
Rev. E. C. Jenkins of Houlton will A. \V. Fngeisoll and served in Houlton
buildings.
Moses Burpee and family, Court St. again occupy the pulpit of the United Madawaska and Bridgewater, res ign 
Sunday.
Mr. ing two year; aeo. and for the past
Dr. W . P. Bridgham left last week I The ladies of the Congregational Baptist church next
Jenkins
is
an
able
speaker,
a
deep
year has been om* of Sheriff Dunn's
fo r Rochester, Minnesota, where he ! church, will hold their annual sale on
deputies.
thinker
and
his
sermons
are
of
an
w ill receive treatment at Mayo Bros, Dec. 10 in the Vestry.
Particulars
inspiring nature. It is understood that
HU experience
in
Government
•aaitorium.
; given later.
the church in Caribou has extended a service and as ;i Deputy gives him an
»
E. L. Cleveland Go. recently sold ,■ The office, writing room and lower call to Mr. Jenkins, and that he ha*
•■xperienre which will he valuable to
tw o Hereford steers to Houlton M e a t jha], of the Snell House arc being rc- accepted, hut cannot come* permanent
him
Advtg.
Bnpply, which dressed 988 and 975 lbs. , decorated under the skillful band of ly for a couple of months
Caribou
I
respectively.
George Reed.
Republican
Many people are taking advantage
Charles D. Kelley, who is employed

OF LOCAL INTEREST

ANNOUNCEMENT

NEW PASTOR FOR
UNITARIAN CHURCH

SAVINGS FROM THE

JUNK PILE

ft

S ay It W it h T l o w m

ANNOUNCEMENT OF
CANDfDACY 3 P K I
7 'M V

florist, Conservatories at i*

C h a d w ic k fiigb Street, fjoulton, tnaine

W. C. T. U.

ot the Circulating

library

at

the by the Great Northern Paper Co. at
T IM E S office, which contains all the Millinocket, spent the week-end here
latest fiction.
(with his family.
Mrs. Allen T.
Smith
has 'b een
Prof j H Lilulsav
appointed assistant Field Secretary in , Momlay of the (k,.lth
the sale ot W a r Savings stamps for F
,
h
,
J&TOtatook County.

_

“

received word
>f his wifi* at
ent for treat-

n .ho's aK„

Mrs. Chas. A. Bagnall, who was at
u eo. A. Smith a former resident of
the Aroostook Hospital for a time has
k)%vn has returned to Houlton and
so far recovered as to be able to be/accepted
accepted a
a position with the
th( Pioneer
moved to her home.
Publishing Company.

TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
Til" New Yoik Clipper says \v!e c
Productions like "The MiraMe Man"
come along the use of
adjo-tiv
seems almost
superfluous
because
a hundred and one could hi* used ami
yet the excellence of the pictun me
totally described. Postivnly the bir
ge-i thing yet. Taken from store plav
as played by Geo. M. Cohen, soon tn
he show!: at the Temple

The W. ( ’. T U. drive on Thursday,
Get. 22d was very successful, about
” 1 new members being gained and
many more an* expected when the
drive is completed which will he Oct.
2.1-1. At t> IP M on Thursday those
v. ho were in the drive met at the
dining room of the- M. E. church where
a
bountiful
supper
was
served,
prepared by those who did memher-hip work at home
About 4e were
present and a very pleasant hour was
enjoyed by all.

A Gift at A ny Price

o

XK of the great advantages in dealing at Perry's is the
large assortment which is always available
For whatever occasion and at whatever price you have
in mind, you will find the thing that just about meets
vour requirements.
We

Manager Ghurebill wishes to an
Mrs. Dan Hannigan arrived home
.Miss Gladys Brigg> who D attend
nonnee
that beginning early in Xo\
from Boston and New York Saturday ing the Presque Isle Normal school,
(ill Nov. (>th a reception will
he
Hitler
he
will add to his program ttm given to all new members Particulars
-evening, where she has*been spending ^aK re^urn(,d home for a time
on
total output of the Paramount Artrraft given later.
» few weeks with relatives.
account of ill health.
Release.

and a nice* selection graded up to any amount you wish
to spend

All pictures shown will he

A.- usual our stock embraces everything that is new in

Mrs. Ardra Gray of Los Angeles,
Dc. and Mrs. Elibet
delightfully known as first run pictures
whi< It
a entertained the young men’s Sunday
Cat. and who was at one
time
M i s s i n g No C h ances.
moans not over ninety days old when
resident of Houlton, is the guest o f ; schoo] (.lass Thursday
evening at
Policeman ito prisoner leaving dock,
you see them here in Houlton. Quit"
M r. and Mrs. O. A. Hodgins
their home on Charles Street.
a treat for the
picture goers
of i who has just hem: sentenced to six
Dr. Leon Tarbell of Smyrna Mills
The ladies of the Episcopal Church Houlton and something never attempt j months) "Excuse me. hut
i want, to let \our house ""
w as an interested spectator at the will serve a Public supper at Watson ed here before
foot ball game Friday between *St. Hall on Wednesday evening, to which
The Miracle Man is coming soon,
M ary’s Academy arid H. H. S.
T h o s e Girls.
the public is cordially invited.
watch out for him

do

have numberless Novelties priced very moderately

Jewelry. Watches,
1’ancy China

Precious

Green

second story of

thv*i;

building

J . D. P e r r y
J c u r le r a n d O p tom etrist
Market Square

♦i

* *

* • *

* «•

v •>

v

* w• +

* -nk0* v

a, Woodman Hall on Thursday evening

Christian
Science
Services held Oct. 20 at
6 o’clock
for
Royal
Sunday?at 11 A. tyl. Sincocks Hall Neighbors and their families. Please
Nov. 2nd, srihlect “Everlasting P un ish -! bring full baskets,
moot.” Wednesday at 7.30 P.
M.
— ..
t , a __..._~____ .. . ______Mrs. H. O. Patterson, who has been
Testimonial Service. Cordial welcome
,

.

employed in the Register ot Deeds
office, has resigned her position and
Clocks were all set back Sunday ! returned to Augusta to take up her
morning, the tin»a of
the official ' former work in the office of The Maine
change from Daylight saving to the parmer.

bacon arrives.
a

* * ^

Rockabema Lodge No. 78 I. O. O. F.
Geo. Campbell 'Who has been living
Thursday evening and it is the wish
la
the
Watson
settlement
has
of the Noble Grand that all members
purchased the Jennie Cary property
try and be there.

on Pleasant Meeet and will occupy the
Street Comr. James
Fortier
has
name as a residence, and make ex
completed a nice piece of work on the
tensive repairs. ,
Mooer road leading from the County
Maurice R. Elliott of Roxbury, Mass.
.
_
_
who formerly was a member of the I rood t0 the Ludlow road, ani ls now
leaching etaB at H. H. S. Is here for <*"fa('ed *n le v e lin g sidewalks
-

service In France.

a

• V '*
«►<* '

A t th e

s .* ::

vnents and gafRes/

v .< ;
•*.*.*.

Program Week of Oct. 27,’ 19
M O N D A Y and T U E S D A Y
D O U G L A S F A I R B A N K S in
“ K N IC K E R B O C K E R B U CK AR O O "
T h e Best Fairbanks Pictu re Y e t
Four Shows Daily
P rices 17 and 28c
Att en d

the

Matinees

WEDNESDAY
A G O LD W Y N SP E C IA L
“ ALL WOMEN"

ELSIE

* ♦' ■

THURSDAY
F E R G U S O N in
“ THE AVALANCHE'

•»««
F R ID AY
W M . S. H A R T in “ T H E M O N E Y C O R E L ”
“ THE

L IG H T N IN G

M O O N LITE

* * :
•
•

R A ID E R "

DANCE

at the H E Y W O O D

SATURDAY
D U S T I N F A R N U M in
“ T H E P A R S O N and the P A N A M I T "
MACK

SENNETT

FAST

•

•

COMEDY

Deputy Collector of Internal revenue

There will be a H allow e’en Party at located at Houlton has resigned, and
■Odd Fellows Hall Friday evening. Oct. he ,s now enjoylng an
outlng
at
3 U t, all Od< fellows, Rebekah’s and
, .. .
their fam ine, a J cordially Invited t o ;
Lake. It Is understood that
a good old fashioned time.

## 'V:
★> *
•*. K-• »

DREAM

time, toeing 2 A. M. so that now
Matters of special importance will
vre have an hour more daylight in
be
discussed at the meeting of
M m morning

a' visit wttli Sam Wilson. Mr. Elliott dlfferent parts °* ,he town
and Sam were “brinkles” during their
j ohn A . Tenny, who has been

# * '- * i # *
* *
* + : *•*,„ '* = # •• ** a-** *> %■ -v

on

Among th a «p i^ p f tqwn people who on Bangor street is being rushed, an
■oarne to H o n * M t f aW*nd the funeral painters are now
putting on the
o f the late E. ’Murray Burtt, were Mr. finishing touches.
J. H. Crane '61 Sang?r»llle, Miss Rllla
The R N o( A H.ju „e r w a suppe|.

'Mass.

I

or not--You will always receive courteous treatment here

W o rk
is
progressing
on
th e
Bangor street to facilitate the hamPing
alterations of the bowling alley buildof automobiles.
Jng at the Meduxnekeag Club which
w ill soon be completed, the new alleys
The work of completing the :u*
having arrived last week.
front on the MeGary Bros building

Wskem Ol

Glass,

Visitors t-ordially welcome whether you desire to purchase

street

in
Gilpatrick is also visiting friends in glad (dipt. Hughes wrote it and I hope
Eldorado an* parking their duds in
feverish haste to get off to college
before dad’s order of government

Cut

we can interest you

you

ph-ture in the following manner:
been a telephone-operator?”
Phil Dempsey a student of H. H. S. bridge.
The Unpardonable Sin is a very
w ill go to Portland this week and will
Mrs. Harold Hall of Auburn, Me strong story. It teaches just the lesson
T h e M e m o r y Lingers.
reader a solo at the State Teachers
Convention which will be held there. who is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ora our people should learn. 1 am might;,
Two
young
nx-snrvice
men
Clyde Daggett, who has been the Houlton and is receding a hearty
every person living can see the picture
-carrier on R. F. D. 2. Fort Fairfield, welcome.
Faithfully yours,
fo r some months' has
returned
to
Signed
Theodore
Roosevelt
The Fred E. Hall Co. have just
ilsNs
Houlton with his
family having bought
completed
a
trestle
driveway
into
the
a farm here.

Silver.

all so tastefully displayed that we feel sure

Mayme
"I have so many call
Danny Callaghan is at home for a
Coming soon at tin* Temple "The
With ordinary weather the balanet
pestering
the
life out of me I hardly
visit and is receiving a warm welcome
of this week contractor Van Tasel E nI)anl()nable Sin," now shown in all
know
what
to
do with them all."
H e Is now employed in the Ford
The
late
Ex-President
will finish the concrete sidewalk on big cities
automobile factory In Detroit, Mich.
Theodore
Rossevelt
endorsed
(he
Gravee
" Wh y , how long have
on

Main street and the

Stones,

Refresh-; L «*>n Howe of Presque Isle will be in
charge of the Houlton office.

0
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under
almost
of 1911 had been shipped to this j of men or animals), (3) by the use of land sea, sparkling
country from Europe, and other small t manure
from
animals
to
which continuous sunshine,
importations had taken place in diseased tubers have been fed, (4)
‘ Although adjoining some of our
Free Baptiet
previous years. These potatoes were j by garbage into which peelings from best-known territory and with a reRev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
widely distributed in eastern United diseased tubers have; been
thrown, corded history which goes back ulMorning service at 10.30 A. M
States. It is known that some of them j and especially (5) by the planting of most tour centuries and teems with
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
came into Boston, and along with them have been grown in infested soil and varied events, the peninsula still reYoung People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. the wart disease may have
been 1carry the infection on their surfaces, mains one ol the least-known parts
Evening service at 7.60 P. M.
It is highly import a'it that all occur of North America. The early chron
introduced.
Special music by choir.
rences of potato wart be discovered icles toll of its discovery in ir*33 by
O f E u ro p e a n O r ig in
Choir practice Monday nights.
at once, for as long as it exists it is a an expedition sent out by forte/, in
A ll are cordially invited to come and 1 It is probable that most of these
menace to the potato industry ot the search of a fabulously rich island said
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
potatoes were consumed, but it is i country. Gardeners, grocers, dealers to have been inhabited by Amazons.
Tuesday night church prayer and i possible that some of
them
were and consumers should he on the watch
"It has been estimated that at tlm
praise Service.
I planted in which case the disease- l'or this disease and report and send time of its discovery the peninsula
Church of the Good Shepherd, Houl *causing-germ would become establish- suspicious looking potatoes to It. II. including many of the bordering is
; ed in the soil and attack future potato Allen, Room 13(>, State House, Boston; lands. v, as peopled by abaut IfT,,it1m)
ton, Maine
j crops planted on the same land. It is or Prof. A. V. Osmun, agricultural Indians. The inhabitants vigorously
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
! also very possible that parings of experiment station Ambherst, .Mass., resetited the i nt rusi on of iisaroiirTs,
S U N D A Y SER VICES
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also on j warted potatoes may have been thrown or to Dr. R. J. Hakell, plant disease and for mere than a century efforts
the first Sunday in the month at j into back yard gardens and in this way survey, department
of agriculture, to establish military colonies in the
contaminated the soil.
new land resulted in disastrous fa i l 
10.80.
Washington, D. ( ’.
Because of the likelihood of the
Morning Prayer and sermon at 10.
ures.
disease being present
in eastern
30, Sunday School at 2.80.
"During one period in its history the
U. S. TWICE HELD
Evening Prayer and sermon nt 7. Massachusetts and because the govern
southern shores of the peninsula serv
ment wants to know of all occurrences
LOWER CALIFORNIA ed as the lurking place of Sir Fran
80
of wart, Dr. R. J. Haskell, plant
Recent
suggestions that
Lower cis Drake and other freebooters lying
First Baptist
pathologist with the department of California he bought by tin* United in wait for the treasure-laden Span
Csurt S t
agriculture at Washington, has located states from .Mexico promoted
the ish galleons on their annual voyages
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
temporarily in Boston. He is warning xational Geographic Society to issue from .Manila to Mexico.
10.80 morning worship with sermon. city gardeners especially to be on the a !-uu(>tjn concerning an area which
“ Afterward, during the first two12.00 Bible School with classes for lookout for this, the most persistent is described by one senatorial advo- thinls ()f the last centurv. those shores
s o n and women.
and most feared potato malady. The (.ate of slu.h purchase as “ the vermi- wero visited by numerous halfpirate
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. strictest kind of watch should be kept . form appendix of Mexico
and the slmlggil!rs and by fleets of whalers
7.00'gospel song service and sermon. at digging times for any appearance A(.hilles‘ heel of the United States." and st,ai(MS drawn there
by
the
0.00 Afterxaeetlng.
of the trouble. Dr. Haskell suspects
,.It may he unknown to many that i swar!lling abundance of whales, fur
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week that if the disease is present, it is the lJnited states or its citizens have S(,al st,a elephants and sea otter,
So
prayer service.
most liable to be in small back-yard twil.e had complete
possession
of ruthless was the pursuit of these
Choir rehearsal each Tuesday even gardens, especially in centres where Lower California.” says the bulletin.
animals that in a few decades they
ing at the close of the regular prayer the foreign population is heavy. For
which is based on a communication were on the verge of extermination,
meeting.
eigners would be mos: apt to plant to the society by E. W. Nelson.
and th*1 business ended, apparently
the
European stock and would be least
First Congregational
“ During the Mexican war, in 1S47, forever.
apt to report it. Also, in foreign the forces of the United States oc
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
"During the last century all parts of
settlements, where garbage and sewer cupied the principal points in the
Morning service at 10.30.
the peninsula hve been visited, mainly
disposal facilities are not the best, peninsula and declared it American
S. S. at 11.45.
by Americans, in search of mines and
and where gardening is popular, the territory, but relinquished it at the
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
other natural resources, but has be
chances for the wart germ getting into close of hostilities. In 1X5:5-54 it was
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P. M.
come available to the public. Gold,
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening the gardens are good.
again captured and a government
silver, copper, iron and other minerals
at 7.45.
j
temporarily organized bv hands of
W h a t It L o o k s L ike
and much fertile land have been found,
Methodist Episcopal
j According to Dr. Haskell the disease American filibusters under Walker. but the scarcity of water, "fuel, forage
This ill-advised venture lacked sup
may be recognized as follows:
rillitary St.
and th“ difficulties of transportation
disas- have united with other causes io
ilev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
j The first evidences of wart are small port and quickly erne to a

CHURCH SERVICES

I’ubllc worship at 10.30 a. m.
j spongy outgrowths on the potato, espe- trous end.
bring about many filures in the at
The Sunday School at noon has o r - . dally at the eyes. These increase in
tempts to develop these resources."
P e n i n s u l a T h i n l y Peopled.
ganlsed classes for men and women.
size aiul may gvow as iarge as the po"Lower Galitornia is 'he long narJunior League meeting and class for j tato itself. Not infrequently a number
about
row peninsula that projects
LONDON TAILORS WORRIED
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
j of warts may arise at different places XOh miles
southeasterly
from the
Epworth League meeting at 6 ^ ! on the same tuber, causing the whole
OVER WAR ON PRICES

P-

j potato to become a spongy, watery
Praise and Preaching, at 7.00.
mass. In the early stages the warts
Prof. J. H. Llndsday, organist and j are ught in color becoming darker

Choir master.
Praver meeting

and finally
at

7.30

black with age.

Badly

Tuesday •diseased potatoes decay in the field

and those less seriously attacked are

evening.

Christian Science
; extremely susceptible to rot in storage
Sunday Service at Slncock Hall, 11 ; Wart does not kill the potato plant
ju.

|and seldom interferes seriously with
—
—^ a ,
_ a, , the growth of the potato vines; there; fore the detection of the disease is
. _____ _
NEW. DISEASE FOR POTATOES j difficult or impossible before digging
The potato industry of the United j time. This disease also attacks the
States is endangered by a
serious common nightshade and tlm bitterdisease, the potato wart, which was sweet.
discovered in Pennsylvania last fall
Wart is caused by a parasitic fungus
and h* W est Virginia during’, the which penetrate the outer layers of
present season. It is feared that the the potato and stimulate them to ab
disease may occur elsewhere in the normal development thus causing the
United States, particularly
in
the warts. Millions of reproductive bodie
Vicinity of our larger eastern cities, Qf the parasite are formed in the warty
and Dr. R. J. Haskell, plant patholo- ^jgsue and arg released into the soil
gist with the United States depart- w jien they may infect other potatoes
ment of agriculture, is now in Bos- j and cause new warts o r w h ( ,re they re
ton to put farmers and city garden-; majn d0rmant for many years and in©rs of New England on their guard. fect future potato crops. These bodies
The wart undoubtedly came to us on jjave fieon known to remain alive for
European potatoes imported a number at least 1() vears in the absence of po
of years ago when there was a great tatoes and ‘then when this crop was
scarcity of potatoes' in this country. planted at the end of that time on the
In Europe It has been on the increase same land he potatoes were so badlv
in recent years. In the hope of keeping warted as to be useless for food.
the wart out of our country the United
H ow the P arasite is Spread
States department of agriculture in
The
wart parasite may be carried in
1912 placed an embargo on potatoes
©nmtng from countries
where
the to clean soil (1) by drainage water
disease was known to exist. Before from infested fields, (2) by the dis
soil
fas
on
this embargo took effect, however, tribution of infested
several millions of bushels of the crop Jagricultural implements or on the feet

A.
■' -w
W

southern border of
Calfornia.
Its
Fashioable London tailors are sai(|
width varies from about 5'' to over ion
to
be somewhat pert orbed ov<v tfiimiles and its irregular coastline, over
reported
popularity of a ‘ loth- - eon2.0(10 miles long, i> bordered by nume
rous islands. Being mainly a moun
tainous, desert region, it is thinly
A sR . fo r
peopled and presents many
-harply
eontrasting eonditinns.
Low.
sum seoreheil plains, vh.ce death by thirst
awaits the unwary traveler l;e ele-'e
FIVE M IL L IO N PEOPLE
to the bases of
towering
arani'"
USED I T LA ST Y E A R
peaks, belted with waving pine forests
t l lJ X ’S
and ea j>pe 11 in winter by gleamin':
stiov.
"Vast desolate plat- an- of ragged
blaek lava embosom gem-lik"
val
jevs w hen> verdure-bordered st .'aim
fiftO M lD t
and the spreading fronds <>f d;it;1 palms
ir.dard cold remedy for 20 years
recall the mvstrrhcm hidden vale-; of
—in tablet form— safe, sure, no
opiate:— breaks up a cold in 24
tin' 'Arabian Nights.' The w-"-' ern
ours— relieves grip in 3 days.
Money back if it fails. The
roast is bathed by cool waters and
mine box has a Red
abundant fogs, whib* th" ’ -astern shore
jp w i t h
Mr. Hill’s
picture.
is laved bv the waves ot a warm in-

H IL L ’S

.

servation “ movement" hailing from
the United States which
is being
enthusiastically acclaimed by English
men wearied of long continue:! high
' j l hi;ig costs.
Over here the "movement'' has man
ifested itself in the organization of
“ Old Flothes Leagues," soci-dies with
the slogan "No more new clothes un
til price gfj down." Those who as
sume this pledge are expected to re
gal’d patohc- on troupers, shiny t oa
•1. w- and sewn up -mils in boots
and ’’hoe •. a.- badges of honor. The
tu g..., of old suits, e-wing-in of n>*w

.

linings auu of ii• r iu-'-e.-sary aln m o
tions whir!: make old trousers

coats

or vests .-cry." the purpose of a

new

A fter you eat—always take

f a t o n ic
fTOR YOUR ACID-STOMACH)

. vacantly relieves Heartburn,Bloet*
j I Wang. Stop3 food souring,
. .I.-;-, and all stomach miseries.
;Lr. Rad appetite. Keeps stomach
Dut -ong. Increases Vitality and Pep.
TONIC is thebe* t remedy. Tens of thooV i.-.'c wonderfully benefited. Only coats a cent
t i tv, a day to use it. Positively guaranteed
to p.v.r>.se or we will refund m oney. G ot • M s
hax. today. You wiilitee.

suit at one third the ‘cost is anot’u r
part of the practical application of the
"!. 'ague's" precepts.

F o r S a le by O. F. F re n c h &
Houlton, M a in e

.-

av

L>*
:

1

¥
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A Profitable Plow for Hillside
or Level Land
A good deal of land in this
community goes to waste
every year because it is
difficult to plow it.
Parts o f hillside tracts,
for instance; nooks and cor
ners of irregular fields; and
fertile screeches up close to
fences.
vVith our John Deere
Syracuse T w o -W a y Sulky
Flow you can make ail of
this ground useful. You
can turn full width isrrows
in plowing around curve",
utilize every square yard
c-f hillsides and irregular
fields, work close to ferces,
and do away with dead fur

rows and back ridges w h e re
these are not desirable.
Controlling this plow for ac
curate results is as natural as
guiding the team. The patented
Auto Foot Frame Shift regulates
the width of furrows in response
to slight pressure on a foot lever.
Bottom lift and clevis shift are
both automatic. The mechanism
for these operations is fully reh
ab's- it can’t ge; out of order.
The plow can be backed and
turned with exceptional ease. It3
t c-rfect baiance and comparative
liyh'.ness make it easy on the
horses. Wide tread—doesn’t tip
over on hi"sices.
Bottoms fon.isl.ed with this
plow are particularly adapted for
your soil. They are Svracuse
bottoms, famous for their better
vco.ing. scouring end thorough
bed ti.-.ii-rtng qualities.

Come in and in v e s tig a te l\is plow and
other high-grade implements that you need.

C A S C A R A ^ Q U IN IN E

J a m e s S. P e a b o d y
H o u lt o n . M a in e

.41 A ll Drug Starts

r

Ash Your Dealer j

G ran d P riz e !

firearms 8Ammunition!
Write for Catalogue

THE REMINGTON ARMS U.M C. CO. INC.
wooiwoirm ■lM.
N«" 10** Crrr

C E N E — a garage; time, mid
night. Characters, the deal
er and a transient customer
limping in w ith a damaged tire.

S

C U S T O M E R — “G i v e m e a
Firestone; I kn ow w h at it w ill
do and I haven’t time to experi
ment on an unknow n tire.”

.
A-

kkp

AAii v .

frV*v-‘ i>v

r v i'- i r
Tv

,

fra

D E A L E R — “Sure; you w a n t
m ost m iles per d o lla r and I
w an t most friends per mile.”

**JL-f

Exit customer, happy and satis
fied w ith —

Wmm * 1
pOKKStTC'1

fem

Camels are soldo very wherein scientifically
sealed packages o f 20
cigarettes or ten pack
ages (200 cigarettes)
in a glassine-paper covered carton. W e
stron gly recommend
this carton for the
home or office supply
or when you travel!
K. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

WiaatoB-Salem, N. C.

18c a package

A M E L S are the most refreshing, satisfying cirrarette you
ever smoked! Put a ll your cigarette desin s in a bunch,
then buy some Camels, give them every taste-test and know
for your own satisfaction that in quality, flavor, smoothbody and in many other delightful ways C a m els a re in a

C

class b y th e m s e lv e s !

Camels are an expert blend of choice Turkish and choice
Domestic tobaccos. You'll not only prefer mis blend to either
kind of tobacco smoked straight, but you’ll appreciate the
remarkable full-bodied-mildness and smooth, refreshing
flavor it provides! Camels are a cigarette revelation!
Camels win you in so many new ways!

They not only

p e r m i t y o u to s m o k e lib e r a lly w ith o u t tir in g y o u r
taste but leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or un

pleasant cigaretty odor!
Compare Camels with any cigarette
in the world at any price!
Y o u ’ll
p r e f e r C a m e l q u a lity to premiums,
coupons or gifts!

’:?r\

V. J

Sly i '4

TIRES
Most Miles per Dollar

i

Son

. back-grounds.
Every farmer in Aroostook Co., and
• On© of the things which Aroos- indeed every business man ought to
“ took fanners and business men of contribute to our legislative fund. All
Aroostook County, needed
was
a other interests in the country get what
....
, they want along
legislative
lines,
protective tariff, t a wou
a ow o u r ibeail8e they go after it and are willing
. great Industry, potato
raising,
to 110 8pend raoney in getting what they

their chemicals early, so that we may done before, simply
because
they
have them coming in soon. W e do not recognize the Federation as an active
know what the Fertilizer companys competitor.
i ai*e going to ask for their goods as for
Every fanner in Aroostook Co., will
^ome reason or other they are very buy his fertilizer cheaper, this year,
be used only for that purpose.
done
if the
: If the tariff is worth having it Is slow in making their prices, but We do than he would have
.worth working for, so, Brother Par- know that, quality considered, which Federation had not gone into the
mers, if you want a duty on potatoes, is the only thing we should consider, Fertilizer game.
Every F’armer in
it is up to you to help the matter along ■that the Fertilizer will save you good Aroostook Co., should buy some or all
: money on Fertilizer, this year. W e of his fertilizer through the Federation,
by sending in your contribution.
Now that potato digging is over, know that the Fertilizer companies are it is the only way that you can ever
the good results obtained from Home I going to sell fertilizer in Aroostook! keep fertilizer prices down to reason
Mlxed pertlllaer is becoming
more I Co. this year, nearer the actual cost ^able basis.
apparent daily. Every fanner, who of manufacturing, than they have ever
GEO. V. BR O W N , SEC.
used home mixed goods, is well satisfl<>d with the same. When used beside
Commercial Fertilizer, costing $30, and
$35 per ton more than the home mixed
it proved itself equal to the best, and
in most cases superior.
Aroostook Farmers are awakening

-compete successfully with our neigh- \need.

to^’the fact that in buying their own

*m A A C T n n ir C E M D A T IH N
J ftK lfU D 1 U U IW T £ U £ lU t 11'l/n

.choice in Mr. Hall, and in
Jversation with public men at
OF FARMERS j ton, they all assured him,
One of the purposes for which the matter has been handled

j

his con-: who believes he would be benefited by
Washing- the tariff, to help this work along.
that the Contributions for this purpose are put
with re- into a special legislative fund and will

j

•Aroostook Federation of Farmers was
.
■organ ze , was
p
wor
r
- fanners’ interest, along legislative

markable foresight, and intelligence,
and that every thing that could bo
done by any-one, has been done by Mr.

Hues. The farmers all over the country)
are awakening to the fact that they*
Jiave been, and are being, continually
i « » i aiQUvo matters and
OTeMooked in legislative matters, and

whether we are successful or not
in getting a duty on potatoes at this
time, the fact remains that a great
dfea* ° f work has been done and that
^ ^
^ ^
ne#rer accomplish.

HaJ1

tkat farmers Interests are put In th e , ,ng wh#, we sent a(to,

bosr across the line.

Soon after the i

The great reason why farmers have
been
slighted in the legislative matters
completion of the organization, it was
is because they were not willing to do
•■decided to appoint a tariff committee,
anything for themselves. Every farto gather statistics, and facts relative j mer Jn Aroostook Co.( couici w en afford
to t h e potato i n d u s t r y , and get them to contribute from $10 to $100, for

material they are not buying scrap
leather, wool sweepings, wood waste,
! feathers, leather shoes and
other
similiar materials which the most of
the Fertilizer Companys are using in

their tertilizer.
this tariff fund. It is only by such
W e will have a price on fertilizer
At the first 'possible opportunity in the \contributions that the work can be materials very soon and we want as

ITERSPILLS
DIAMOND

BRAND

•//
LADIES J
Aek you.- DruRirist for CHI-CHES-TER 8
DIAMOND UK.AND P IL L S in Rbd and
Gold metallic boxes, sealed with Blui
Ribbon. Takb no o t h e r . B a y a fT M
Druggist and ask for OHI-OHEZ-TCB
D I A M O N D B R A N D P I L L S , fo r tw e n tr d fs
years regarded as Best, Safest, Always Reliable.

w

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
fig g . EVERYWHERE j g g g

Jj
h<:
i)rr

1b proper a b a p ti t o p r e s e n t to congress,

hopes that some legislation might b e ! continued.
:ghssed
footing

hat would
with

put

our

us on equal j •—

competitors.

This

eammittee consisted of J. F. Guiou of
Presque .Isle,

Geo.

R.

Umphrey

of

W ashburn and Joseph E.
Hall of
Onribou.
Mr. Hall has been continually at
work gathering statistics and arousing
public sentiment through out Maine
had New England. Mr. Hall more than
. may one else was responsible for tbe ,
raising of the embargo on foreign
" potash. It was the intention of the
organization to send a delegation to
Washington to represent the farmers’
interests, whenever the agriculture
schedule came before the W ays and
Moans committee. Mr. Hall has been j
la'W ash in gton for the past week and
has used every possibble means at
his disposal to interest
as
many
congressmen and influential persons
and in getting all the assistance
possible for our cause.
The hearing before the ways and
Means committee came unexpectedly,;
and no time was given Mr. Hall t o !
summons the Aroostook Delegation, |
and he was called upon to present a .
plea for a tariff on potatoes, alone.
'M r. Ralph Pitcher, who has done
•aery thing that he could to help g e t ;
duty on potatoes and potato pro
ducts, has just returned from W ashing
ton. Mr. Pitcher states that he thinks
the Federation made a most excellent

We

urge

every

farmer, j many

farmers

as

possible

to order

- - ••
---------------- --------------------------------- -----on me sunjecc or snortoreaa, so ness and rresnnees, however, are not
popular with Scotch and English the only .features that recommend
them. A still greater consideration
'folk.
the fact that National Biscuit
“But, good as was the old-fasl
ioned kind,” remarked our hostessj ompany products obviate the neces‘It was so extremely rich, that th< ity for mixing and baking at home,
nd any woman who has spent a
heavy taste lingered long after eat-i
of her time in the
Ing.”
ng even for a small fam“Well,” said Betsy, “there’s noth}
ly knows the comfort, efficiency and
lng .like that about the shortbreai
coiiomy rf buying these uniformly
we have at qur house— Lorna Doom
1. ren ■’ ‘ o-serve products.”
Biscuit I
her was say
squares tbal
ing' to me last week,” remarked
and ready to serve, any time.
etsy. “She told me that it was
“I was talking to mother abonj
ong ago when the kitchen
them only the other d|
ch of her time that
says that L: na_______
et a chance to
all the appeth||^^^^ N o other country ever
d to really
fashioned
so d iffer
enough
offered such shortbread excellence as
rs the
good-^^r is fou nd in LO RNA DOONE Biscuit.
bak-

The reason you eat so many o f them is that
they are not over-rich, while their superb flavor is
a constant inducement to
e a t m ore. T h e nam e
J
L o r n a D o o n e is on every
biscuit.

A Frock Showing W here Moderate Prices
and Smart Stylss Go Arm in Arm

Sold by the pound and in the
famous In-er-seal T rade
Mark package.

NATIONAL BISCUIT
COMPANY

that he cl
Uneeda Biscuit
wants themT"
as If he stood T?
tbe oven door.”
“Yes. that’s the beauty
National Biscuit Company p’-n ..
— they are always ready— night and
day— and always fresh. Their readi- i i ®

wis*-',
LORNA DOl

•th-iSESESBrS'srv.c’.’

If you have been looking for a Fall
smartness and moderate price, you
here are scores of styles which will,
answer each and every one of your
Think of it.

Dress
of
practicability,
need n’t look further, for
we fee absolutely certain,
requirements.

Fven as low as $25 you can choose a dress.

Satins, Georgettes and combinations of both are by no means
the only fabrics represented, for tricotines, twills, serges, vel
ours and other weaves also are here.

N ational L egislation

Clever designing and excellent workmanship are characteristics
of eaii offering. Whether you have visited these displays, or not
you will want to do so again once your eyes have rested on the
attractiveness of the models featured and the reasonableness
of their markings. $25 and up.

of
the
i

M eat Packing Industry
l.

W ill not increase the amount of meat you can
buy for a dollar.
W ill not raise more animals.
W ill not produce more meat.
W ill not stop fluctuations in live-stock receipts
or prices.

5.

W ill not increase the output of the packing
houses.
W ill not prevent strikes.
W ill not reduce transportation charges.
W ill n+t reduce the retailer’s
business.

cost of

doing

W ill not increase the demand for the cheaper
cuts of meat.

.

11

W ill not lessen the consumers’ demand for ex
pensive delivery and credit service.
Can not at the same time raise prices paid
farmers for live stock, and lower prices
paid by consumers for meat.
But

the

slow in g up o f efficiency

due

Moderately Priced

Suits $30 and $35

to cum bersom e

governm ental routine w ill have the effect o f increasing the
m anufacturing charges between the cost o f live stock and the
cost o f meats, thus forcing low er live-stock prices or higher
m eat prices.
T h e packing industry as now conducted, is characterized by
keen competition, highest efficiency, and unusually lo w profits.

Of course, this price will interest you, but it would n’t if you
did not know that this store combines style and character
with moderate price. These Suits are developed of serge and
other materials and all jackets are silk lined.
Skirts are
stylishly simple.

Let us send you a Swift 41‘Dollar.’
It will interest you.
Address Swift & Company,
Union Stock Yards,
Chicago, 111.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
Moulton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street
H . B . M iihou, Manager

THIS SHOWS
WHAT BECOMES OF
THE AVERAGE DOLLAR
RECEIVED BY

rSWIFT & COMPANY
[1 2 .9 6 *
v W ir

8 f t
T oStockiaisti

FROM THE SALE OF MEAT
ANO BY PRODUCTS
6S CENTS IS PAID FOR THE
LIVE A N IM A L
12.06 CENTS FOR LABOR
EXPENSES AND FREIGHT
2 .0 4 CENTS REMAINS
W IT H

SWIFT&COMPANY

1

A S PROFIT

LADIES GARMENT STORE
E V E R Y T H IN G
IN LADIES WEAR

HOULTON

T IM ES, W E D N E SD A Y , O C T O B ER 29, 1919

about 70 per cent. A grade. It is remained practically unchanged.
luminated as she spoke and I thought
ithoroughly, as too much grease cannot
Oat yields are a little better than ex how beautiful it would hi* if more hus
! be applied to these parts. Any one of selling about $4 for B grade Baldwins

l y k u n u 4i v r D D E D A P A T I A N Q
I I U U M I l B r u r A K A I iv n o

while
McIntosh in boxes range from $3 to
T l » rapidly increasing cost of shoes,' warm to the sole of the shoe, thus
.
.
_ .
Increasing its durability, pliability and $4. Ciders bring $1 to $1.25 per cwt.
k u n e ., and other articles made of
res,stence
Nova Scotia’s commercial crop is 1,feather may b© checked and consider-;
Harness leather should be washed |5110,000 barrels compared with 400,000

TO DOUBLE LIFE OF SHOES jthe

above mixtures should be applied to $10 for A grade McIntosh;

Able saving effected in the expense of *and oiled frequently. Tepid
water,
Individuals by the adoption of simple neutral soap, and a sponge or stiff
measures for prolonging the life of brush should be used. After rinsing in
1u *
„| clean, tepid water the harness is hung
iM tber. my the leather specialists of ^
# mUo wM|# 1 ) e f 0 ,.( ! o l l l n B .

last year. Cravens! >ins are
badly
spotted and will pa k about 20 per
! rent, first grade. Uibston, King. RusI set, Baldwin and N o n p a re il are all
■„ , , , v y , r o | ls > w„ „ 0 stacks and Bleu-

Federal Bureau
of
Chemistry..
Neatsfoot oil or castor oil is host for ■helms arc lighter. Seal, is prevalent
Shoes and harness properly treate^ 'driving harness, but there may be some |on fruit not effectively sprayed.
th .

wiU last twice as long as when reason-, tallow mixed with either of these oils;
cranberry harvesting on Cape Cod
able precautions for preserving the a mixture of tallow and fish oils abou t; w ju eiul ai,out Oct. 15 with a crop
leather are neglected
equal parts of each, for heavy harness, j of ;{H0.00t) barrels, compared with 195,'
J A The application should be light for 10()() las( Vear. pruit is good quality;
Grease or oil should be applied t o !<|rMnf aml ,lbera, lor heavy harness.; the p rlw '
RnnVe ,s almul $7.7» per
the shoes whenever the leather begins
to get hard or dry. The shoes should
be brushed thoroughly and all dirt and
. .. .
.
, . '
...
mud that remain washed off with warm
water, the excess water “being taken

Tbe 0ji( Warm to the hand, is rubbed i)a n el.

New Jersey's crop is 155.000
141.000 last
year.
'Wisconsin has 44.000 compared with
\04 onn last vear
i ,14»“uu iabl
The warm, wet, cloudy September
WBath()r ,.ause(| mally beans to rot on
i v|n(,s am, stackoll thus ,,.d«,-ing yields
I
quaIitv mater)a,ly.
,
,
.

i thoroughly into the leather while it is compared with
; still wet from washing. A clean, dry
cloth should bo used to remove excess
,
'oil which the leather is unable to take

r

up. Harness ran be kept soft and
flexible for a long while and made very
On dress shoes or polished shoes use much more attractive in appearance
the proper application of oil.
castor oil and apply lightly at night to by
^
w K
I No important change oceured in
the dried shoe, rubbing the oil into the
onions the past month, growth being
off with a dry cloth.

NEW ENGLAND CROPS

feather well, especially along the welt
o r where the sole is sewed to the
upper. Polish the next morning.

Tan A roostook C ou n ty’s Potato, Yield
tim ated at 19,000,000 B u sh els

shoes are, of course, slightly darkened

about over in August. The yield re
mains 340 bushels per acre against
475 last year: the production, 2,493
E s
cars in 1919, and 3,641 in 1918. Up
to Oct. 7, 1,09 cars had moved against

by grease and even/by polish. Do not
apply any oil or grease on rubber heels
ofr composition
application is

soles,

since

unnecessary

such

and

11,051 last year.

In his crop report, V. A. Sanders,
Held agent of the United States D e -,

,
,
4
September weather was too damp.

partment of Agriculture, puts the acre-1 f ° r ,)est curing and slightly reduced
in age of Arbostook potatoes at 76,000; prospective tobacco weights ?n New

jurious.

the average yield at 250 bushels and England, but the United States figures
______________
W ork shoes which are not to be pol the county’s crop at 19,000,000 bushels.
The
crop
of
the
whole
state
is
21,812,ished may be greased with neatsfoot
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
000 bushels. Last month it seemed
bil, fish oil and tallow, vaseline, or pe
, .
. ,,
...
,,
Whereas, Elbridge G. Hewey and
that Aroostook s average yield would Harley T Hcwey * f Reed Plantation.
trolatum. The oil or grease should be
be around 220 bushels, but actual Aroostook County, Maine
by their
about as warm as the hand can com- yields have run above earlier judg- 'mortgage deed dated the twenty-ninth j
fortably bear, and should be rubbed jments. The crop is especially fine in
July A. D. 1913 and recorded in j

. . . .

...

. . . . . .

, the Aroostook Registry of Deeds in j
548 conveyed to;
the wejt.
'in some places is not considered seri- Harry E. Hillman certain real estate j
^ . . j ,
. lous. Up to Oct. 7, Maine had shipped described as follows: A certain lot o r :
If it la desired to secure g re a te r , 3 ?0() cars compare(i With 2,620 the Par<’,el of land situated in said Reed
water resistance than the above oils I same d
. ,ast
vear Potatoes
are roi
rot- lo(;k
plantationsl(ledescribed
of
^ as
ytopitaaie
last yeai.
1 oiaioes aie
Roa(1 s0west
(.aned,
folwell into the leather, especially along quality, and rot, which has appealed Volume 269, Page

and greases will insure, a heavy dress-j ting somewhat in other Maine conn- lows:— Lot numbered fifteen in the
Ing or greasing with either of the ties, in New Hampshire and Vermont, squatters lots, so called, according to

faiimvin» mivturaa has

hoon fminri

N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E

Whereas Raymond Pelletier of St.
pected, and slightly above the average.
bands and wives would agree to do Francis Plantation, in the county of
The warm summer and the absence
Aroostook and State of Maine, by his
of killing fall frosts produced a big this. Perhaps many do find their great mortgage deed dated Nov. 10. 1911 and
crop of fine quality sweet corn for can est happiness together after the toil recorded in the Northern District of
the Aroostook Registry of Deeds, in
ning. field corn and silage corn. Pas and stress of life is not so great. We Vol. 66. Page 462, conveyed to one
ture in northern New England is good know it should be so if their love Charles Levesque of Fort Kent in said
and above normal in southern New has grown with the years; but w o all county, the real estate described in
said mortgage as follows: “ The follow
England.
know husbands and wives who have ing described land and premises situ
grown apart with the romance of life ate in said St.' Francis Plantation,
all gone, all the little courtesies left State and County aforesaid to wit: —
Our homestead on which I now live,
behind in the years that have gone, being a part of the Basile Jandreau
A friend said to me not long ago.
trudging along together in a careless farm, and hounded on the northerly
“ My husband and I have agreed to indifferent way, with the stamp of it side by the high bank and rear line of
make the last years of our life togeth all on their faces.— Mrs.; Charles M. said lot; on the easterly side by land
of Denis Ouellette; on the southerly
er the best of all.” Her face was il Sheldon, in the Christian Herald.
side by the highway, and on the west
erly side by land formerly occupied by
Daniel Thibodeau; being also the pre
mises conveyed to me by Alphonse
Harvey and others July 11th. 1906. as
per Vol. 51. Page 591. of the Northern
Aroostook. Registry of Deeds.
Also a strip or parcel of land start
ing at a point in the center of the high
way. adjoining the land of Lezime
Gendreau. and running in a northerly
direction along the westerly line of
said Geandreau land a distance of four
Bread bu ilds health
rods, to other land owned by said
Geandreau; thence in a westerly di
and strength
rection three rods to land of Duncan
Jones; said line being parallel with
the said mentioned highway; thence
F or delicious fla v o r
following along said land of Jones a
distance of four rods to center of said
and for tne greatest
highway; (this line running in a
southrtly direction): thence running
food value, m ake it in
along the center of said highway three
rods, to place of beginning, Being the
you r own home w ith
same premises conveyed to me by Ida
Campbell, George Nadeau and Mary
Nadeau, November 2nd. 1910, as per
Vol. 53, Page 598, of the above Regis
try.”
And whereas said Charles Levesque
by his deed of assignment dated May
13 1912 and recorded in said Registry
District in Vol. 58. Page 567 assigned
and conveyed said mortgage and the
debt therein described and thereby se
cured to the Houlton Trust Company,
a corporation, of Houlton In said coun
ty.
Now, therefore, the condition in said
mortgage is broken by reason whereof
FLOUR
said Houlton Trust Company claims a
foreclosure thereof and gives this no
tice for that purpose.
SO LD BY A L L D E A L E R S
Houlton Maine. October 13, 1919.
HOULTON T R U S T C OMPANY
By its attorneys.

very rapidly elsewhere in New the plan of Thos. \Y. Baldwin in the
vein- 1892 recorded in the registry of
f(),. sa|(| A „ :„ )stooli f „ „ nty Vol. 7
tember.
page 7 said lot containing fifty acres, ,
One-half pound of
neutral
wool
New England’s commercial apph being the same promises conveyed to
crop is now 1,406,000 barrels compared -I0'111
Hinch by the Jeness Land ( o.
grease (get from drugstore.)
, uu 1
Ann i t
,,
,
and others own ing 17-24 and Kola ml \\
at„, an,
Tnist<,« of the e».
One-quarter pound of light yellow .'With 1 ,165,000 last month and SM .<><>■>
paraffin wax, or 9-10 of a pound of last
yearFavorable
September fate of Isaac M. Bragg owning 7-24.
weather caused marked gains in New hv their Warrantee Deeds recorded in
p6
a Uin.
Hampshire and Massachusetts, hut the the Aroostook Registry of Deeds Vol.
One-tenth of a pound of beeswax. 0j ber states remained about the same. 236, Page 51 ti and 511 and deeded said
Grantors by John W. Hinch and r e 
Vary good water resistance can be Maine has 75 per cent, of a crop of corded in the Aroostook Registry of
M o w ed by adding beef tallow to any excellent fruit, packing about 68 per Deeds Vol. 236, Pag*! 537
And Whereas the said Harry E.
one of the oils or greases mentioned cent. A grade which brings $0 to $9
Hillman on the twenty-fourth day of L'?;
•hove for greasing work shoes. In all for McIntosh; $5 to $7 for Greening: September A. D. 1913 assigned said
eases each mixture should be melted and $5 to $6 ton Baldwin. Vermont lias mortgage to J. N. Bolden and said as
together by warming carefully and i a 47 per cent, crop of good fruit in signment is recorded in the Aroostook
Stirring thoroughly. Better penetration : commercial orchards. The Champlain Registry of Deeds in Volume 2S3, Page
499.
is secured If the grease is applied district is packing 60 per cent, to 75
Now, therefore, by reason of breach
warm, but it should never be hotter iper cent. A grade with McIntosh bring- of condition of said mortgage. I claim
than the hand'can bear. The^greased ing $5 to $6, though some fancy grades a foreclosure thereof.
Sheas should be left to dry over night have sold as high as $10. Tree run Kingman, Alaiin* August 1 19UL
In a warm place. The edge of the sole fruit sells at $1.50 to $5. Massachusetts
'
torn*'v
and the welt
should
be- greased j has 64 per cent, of a crop, packing
Wilfred 1. Butterfield

LAST THE BEST

EAT MORE BREAD

W illiam
T ell

Archibalds.

and

following mixtures has been found exm
U m t for Ihia nurnoge.
; Englan.l. due to the warm, wet » o „ cellent for this purpose.

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT
for men or boys is replenished every week with new
stock.

W ith our Manchester store so near the m ar

ket, Mr. Saul Green is in the market every week,
and if there is any picking to do he is right there to
do it, and we get better picking than the fellow that
has to do it by letter, so it is to your advantage to
come here and get right goods at right prices.

EARLY

fever y w om an in

section is thin kin g o f

“GREEN’S”

this

buying

M Y C L O T H IE R

a

W inter Coat
E v e ry store is planning’ to sell a share
o t these Coats

x.

The store that planned the best w ill
sell the m ost Coats
/

A n d w e leel sure t h a t ’t- is at our store
you w ill do you r buying, because w e
anticipated ju st such a condition and
planned accordingly.
N o W o m a n or Miss w h o values money
as she aught, should b u y a Coat or
Suit w ithout l o o k i n g o v e r o u r
exceptional line

Mon’.-; Sheep lined Coats $
1 0 95
$13.50 vane

Boys' Flannel
value

Men’s Fxtra heavy Sweaters $^.9 5
3
$B.r»0 value

Boys’ all wool heavy Blouse
reg. $2.25 val. size 10-11

Men’s white Leather top Rub- $Q.95
her. $0.00 value
Men’s extra
$1.7") value

Be sure and see our stock, get our
prices on anything needed to complete
y o u r w in te r outfit

heavy

Men’s Zebra Fur
$:;x.00 value

Caps

Coats $3

$4

.25

2

5°

1

Men’s Leather Vests .heavy $ g.5 0
5
wool lined, $ 10,00 value

Blouse. $1.25

95
.75

Boys’ heavy fleese
all
se Union Suits,
£
.25
and
sizes, $2.25 $ 4
$ 4 .50
value
Boys’ Night
value

Shirts,

$1.25

95c

Boys’ Mackinaw, extra heavy $ 0.75
8
all wool, $10.50 value

W h ile goods are scarce in some stores you w ill find this
store w ell supplied so w h en you are out b u y in g an yth in g in
clothing or furnishings for m en or boys come to

GREEN’S”
Y o u w ill find plenty to choose from and the prices right.
Men’s Flannel Shirts,
value at
Men’s fleesed Union
$2.50 value at
Men’s wool Underwear,
value at
Men’s all wool Pants,

v.Bue at

0=

$2.95 $JJ.25

t

Suits $1|.95
II
$2.50 $1I .75
II
$7.50 $c■00

Men’s fleesed Shirts and
Drawers. $1.50 value at

95°

Men’s extra heavy all wool $^| .95
Union Suits, $0.50 value at
Men’s extra fine Maeki- $
naws, $15.00 value at

10 .95
cA
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DISTURBANCES

I BRITISH FEAR OUR SHIPPING
The following article^ by Archibald
, Hurd, the well-known English writer,
;on war-time subjects, appears in the
i London Daily Telegraph:
A letter, of the utmost importance
was published in The Daily Telegraph
on Saturday, on the new arrangements

STILL HAMPER INDUSTRY
■

R

w

McNael

*
’
Though it looked a short time ago
rmi though the crest of the labor unIRat had
passed,
that view
was
apparently a trifle too optimistic, for
Mffiiinned disturbances

continue

to made by the United statos Shipping
Board, for covering the seas with
aloud what would otherwise be an American ships. This is a matter
aacallent record of
industrial
and which touches every class in this

has reminded us, “America has the
advantage of cheaper coal and steel
and
iabor more abundant and more
free tlian ours; Wages are high, but
0U£puj. js noj. restricted.” This development of the shipbuilding industry was
undertaken with a firm resolve
to
aggjst tjje aujed cause at a moment
when the Germans were sinking ship-

and at the dock-side week by week,
W e have no cause for complaint because the American people are
endeavoring to regain the position they
occupied on the seas down to the
ruinous civil war. W e can but admire
the prevision, enterprise and courage
which they are exhibiting, and if, in
the result, they with their limited

ping at a rate perilous to ourselves and
ajj tjie nations of Europe. Then came
^
armistice( wlth dramatic suddennegg> what should America do? The,

j the war, which have now been made ; ers.

Furthermore, Mr. Shea said he

Ja part of the treaty of peace and anticipated that the failure of the govwhich

so

far

the

railroad

adminis-1 emment’s efforts to reduce the cost of

tration has never fulfilled.”
While Mr. Shea was appearing on
behalf of the firemen only, it has been
recognized generally that wage increases for any one class of railroad
employes means an advance for all to
experience, were to
achieve
their maintain equality between the worklegitimate ambition to our injury, it
would be our own fault,
__ _____________

i living, which he frankly expressed,
would make necessary advances
in
j pay for all workers and predicted that
by November 1 the wage board would
be forced to consider “further re
' quests for general increases” from
i railroad employes.

commercial accomplishment at present country, because we live by the sea. pr0gram was reconsidered and adapt- p p F M p i A Y P Q P P P P A R E T k
« » d » splendid outlook for the future, i And, at first glance readers of the ed to (he roquirements of peaceful
'
'
c i u i c u c n C I/-U T
Much- Hoped

The

For from

Current

duatrlal Conference#
steel strike has pretty

j

In- i ? pr“ 8i v® f “‘el" en‘ £o'''varded b*
I Mr. R. S. Dalgliesh. the vicechaiiman
iof the North of England Steamship
well j Owners’ Association, must have been

commerce. But already the American!
FOR A FINISHED FIGHT
government possesses 829 ships
of;
Railroad employes are prepared for
4 248 973 dead weight tonSj which are ia finished fight with
the
railroad
engaged in commerce, apart from administjration for increased wages,

petered out, but there are disturbances
other industries. Strikes on various
W,UW
transportation lines in the East have

!moved to admiration at the initiative, half ag many veSsels w hich are still
«»u rage and enterprise which is being bei
employell fol. nava, or milltry
exhibited by those who are responsible
purposes.
for the plans for reestablishing the
It is a government scheme for servta n lo p e d . causing freight em bargoes, United States as a great sea-carrying , ‘ I ' “
trade and It makes its
s a d further delaying the deliveries of power* Pioneers less timid might w e ll,,
’

—

—

«

—

•-

—

f c

r

~

on NOV. J, Is another disturbing ele- j contrary, the United States Shipping plan provldes 62 re* ular
m a t , and creates uneasiness and un- j Board has enabled the Oversea Trade Keneral cargo service.

lines

,or

j

time and a half overtime and improved
working conditions before the govern
ment surrenders the roads to private
control. Unmistakable notice to this
etfect has heen serred
Timothy
'Shea of the firemen appearing before

HOW SAFE AND CONVENIENT
It is to pay by check— you always
have the right amount, and no
change to make— are assured of an
indisputable receipt.
The Houlton Trust Company would be
pleased to welcome your Checking
Account.

| “If our demands for a living wage
I should not be met when the time ap|proaches for turning back the railj roads to their private owners,” Mr.

earUlnlty all along the line of Industry, Department to organize a significant
Ocean M apped Out
T h e net result of this la that it cuts 3cheme for serving all the principal
As has been stated in the propagan- Shea said, in testimony which became
_
,
.
,
^
trade routes of the world with a
in support of the 1public tonight, “we shall demand as a
.tevrn production at a time when the compIeteness unknown be(ore ln the dist literature
movement, “there is no reason and condition precedent to the change
«raateat need of the nation and of the j history of navigation.
less excuse, for any shipper in the the realization of the
fundamental
world is increased production. It fur | The Whole business has been care- nation to employ a foreign bottom t o 1rights of labor, the living wage, the
tfcnr intensifies the scarcity of supplies j fully planned in order to serve Ameri- carry his goods.” The seas have been 8-hour day on all federal controlled
g t nil sorts, and makes for increased I can
producers
and
traders
with mapped out with a view to promoting j railroads, tinle and one-half for overjptfces at a time when the national cry j efficiency. The 264,000 miles of the the export trade of the United States; i time, and other principles to which
l l fo r decreased prices, and reduced , railroad systems of the republic are. jn every port of importance the stars the government pledged itself during
U sin g ^osts.
|ln effect being extended in the two and stripes is to be represented at
- • W hether a solution for the present Jhemispheres. What has happened and regular intervals. Think what that
~
•Brest which will enable industry to go j is now happening? In 1859, on the eve means The manufacturing capacity
Jomrard on a more productive basis j of the civil war, which dealt an almost 0f ioo,000,00() people was enormous
Will be found, is problematical, but j fatal blow to the American mercantile before the war, but as a result of the
: m o b la hoped from the industrial con- i marine, 66.9 per cent, of the exports developments in industry in the past Gives Strength to the N ervously
W e a k and R u n -D o w n .
f s m o e now going on in Washington, j of the republic were carried in Ameri- flve years it js now far greater. The
Peptiron
is both medicine and food
T i n t conference is not having smooth jean bottoms; on the eve of the late new ly-a d opted ideal is that the gre a t
But as the purpose of the j war, the appropriation had fallen to volume of American exports— a large fo r the blood and nerves. I t is in
sting is to cjjscuss the differences 18.7 per cent. It is an effort to re- surplus than any other nation can fu ll accord with advanced science as
to the proper treatment o f anemio
between capital and labor the
lm -; establish the American ensign at sea
provide shall be carried in American f and neurasthenia conditions, in which
variant thing is not the wrangling to’which the program of American sail- ships.
the need o f more and better nourish
A w in g the discussions— for that
is ings directs attention. It is
being
| W e were the principal sea carriers ment is so apparent. I t combines
•xpocted—rbut the conclusions which encouraged by the United
States
i of the American people down to the iron and manganese with nux, celery,
WO reached. The last day or two a ! government by every means at
its
i outbreak of the war. In case there be pepsin and other tonics and digesw o re hopeful view of the possibilities disposal, directed by some of the best
tives. It supplies the deficiency o f
a tendency to suggest that this fresh
red blood corpuscles in anemia, refcna prevailed. One banker returning j brains on the other side of the Atlantic
! development is one of concern only to
pairs the waste o f nerve tissue in
f rom Washington says; “It looks as ; and supported by a large body of
shipowners in this country, let it be nervousness, gives color and stamina,
theug1* the various groups were getting j energetic business men.
added that it affects everyone, and par- and restores vitality,
together. There is a better u n d e r-;
America’s Advantages
ticularly the wage-earners, and not
“ I was run down and nervous.
■ft*wainyr and I think results will be
.': on has done me great good.’ *
W e are particularly interested in this ; merely the wage-earners engaged in P e p 4
constructive. Should a satisfactory movement, because down to flve years ; building and manning British ships, Scr; :::). Hamburg, Tivoli, N. Y.
ngreuiqent be reached between la o r j agQ British ships carried the bulk 0f ;but those whose livelihood depends on Hade. })- C. I. Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.

4 % Interest Paid on S a v in g s A ccoun ts

Houlton Trust Co.
Ho ni ton,Maine

RESTORES VITALITY

nnd capita], Industry Is bound to e x - , American overseas commerce, earning a variety of
Considering these disturbing fac ors,
the surmising thing is that trade ad^ . M M t a v o i i b l e as they are For
Vices sre SO iavorame as mey are. r r
In spite Of these handicaps, the vo ume
o f business throughout the country is
remarkably b ig ,‘and confidence in the

industries.

Tens

of

a large sum in freights. Unfier the thousands of homes depend upon the
fofluence 0f the war the administration prosperity of our merchant navy: and
_, WooV.
^
.
,V
V I ’ 17.... .......... ............... ....... ......
f
organ zed a great ship- yet there is an amazing ins.-ns.bility
building industry, laying out new yards to the lossessuffered by us in the war,
and
training fresh
workers
b y as illustrated by a score of incidents
thousands, who are now turning out in shipyards and engineering shops

outlook is widespread.
Record Business Turnover

"V "

Such barometric figures as the bank
clearings reveal the turnover in busi
ness measured in dollars and cents
greater than at any previous time. The
money earning capacity of a considerjkbie part of the population has been
eo greatly increased, that a period of
extravagence has set in everywhere
In which the cost of any article seems
not to enter Into the consideration of
the buyer. How long that will continue
Is uncertain, but there are few signs
nt present, of any let up in the demand
fo r goods of all sorts, and especially
Im plies.
One factor which is somewhat dis
couraging, is the failure, so far, of any
definite steps to correct the foreign ex•change situation which, unless cor
ded, must sooner or later be felt in
reotei
msiderable decline in our foreign
a coi

The infant offspring o f the Sears
W a s really wise beyon,d his years,
A n d to his parents he’d suggest
That T ow n T alk Flour is “ Best by test.”

Milled on Honor—Ideal for
Every Baking

trade.

TOWN TALK FLOUR

Foreign Business Uncertain

Observers of European affairs, how -1
wrer, are taking a some what more j
cheerful view of conditions over there, j
with Which our own must be very,
closely
related,
Deputy-Governor j
*Charles E. Spencer of the Federal R e - ,
serve Bank of Boston, who has just re j
tuned from an extended visit to E n g - ,
land and the continent, says, regard- j
J a g these foreign problems:
j
Kidney disease Is no respecter of per
“The situation in Europe is not so j sona. A majority of the Ills afflicting
people today can be t’*iced back to
dnrk as some observers had thought It kidney trouble.
would be at this time. Things are i Tha kidneys are the most important
of the body. They are the
•low ly on the mend; the statesmen and organs
fllterere, the: purifiers, of your blood.
hankers feel that steady progress will
Kidney disease is usually indicated by
VkM madA ns the DSYCholOgical after- weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness,

IT ’S N O T

, despondency, backache, stomach trou-

90

T h e y frankly admit the need for de- :
or adding to principal the half- j
le m n g or aaaing w v
V
Mlllon of Interest they owe on the !
loans from us. They require much j
' m ore CTedltf, in
paying
for
raw j
materials, to resume manufacture and
m i s on a normal scale* The aggre
gate need-—largely a matter of guessf ork, and needing intelligent survey
___la generally estimated over there at
ground three billions.
"T h e credit problem will involve
numerous questions, Including relative
* needs end also the purposes for which
•credit Is sought. There is a broader
-question from our point of view in this
Jntter respert. The natural inclination
xrill he for Europe to seek loans of
that will find permanent fixed
I n vestment In plant, as well as credits
fOT t « n n g care of current output. W e
m ust endeavor to minimize this ten
dency and to confine our advances
lm galy
to the
financing— through
acceptance bills— of production rather
'then of plant. W e cannot do this
mhsolutely, and the outcome will be
somewhat a compromise. But t h a t ,
-meet b e the aim, If we are to keep the j
-transactions liquid.
“W ith credits extended and industry
resumed, Europeans expect to
see
their exchange position gradually recover. Meanwhile our exports are in
fo r a period of contraction on all but
necessities. The lean state of our
domestic shelves may make this a
matter of relative Indifference for a
-while, hat its effect will ultimately
The fb lt ”

these derangements are nature’#

signals to warn you that the kidneys
need help.
You should use GOLD
m e d a l Haarlem Oil Capsules lmtnew

w

W I W W
------------------

nman pelky then of Limestone in
the ( .ount of Aroostook, and sta te of

Maine, but now of Fort Fairfield, in
said ('ounty and State by bis mortgage
deed dated April 17, 1918 and recorded in the Southern District of the
Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol.
?,()'■), Page 494. conveyed to David C.
Gf'tcholl of said Limestone, a certain
pb-'co or parcel of real estate situated
in the village of said Limestone, and
bounded and described as follows, to
wit; beginning at a point on a con
tinuance of Church Street, so called,
in said Limestone where the north
west corner of a lot of land owned by
Michael McT’arty touches said street;
thence, easterly following said Mc
Carty's north line six rods to the
northeast corner of said McCarty's
lot: tLienee, north parallel with said
.-treot or way four rods to Edward N.
Dean's south line: thence, west fol
lowing Edward N\ Dean's south line
six rods to the road or wav; thence,
south along said street or way four
rods to the place of beginning, being
the same premises conveyed April 17,
1918 to the said Neman Pelky by the
said David C. Gotchell.
That the condition in said mortgage
is broken, by reason whereof, the said
David ( ’. Cetchell claims a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine. October
7th, 1919.
DAVID C. CETCHELL.
By his attorney,
:’ 42
John B. Roberts
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EVERY

DOLLAR

You Deposit in the

First N ational Bank
of Houlton, Maine
Is u n d e r

.the supervision of

United States Government
We

pay

4% o n

Time

Deposits

D

dlately. The soothing, healing oil stim
ulates the kidneys, relieves Inflamma
tions and destroys the germs whioh
have caused it. Do not wait until to
morrow. Go to your druggist today and
insist on GOLD MEDAL Haarlem OH
Capsules. In twenty-four hours you
should feel health and vigor returning
and will bless the day you first heard
of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil.
After you feel that you have cured
yourself, continue to take one or two
capsules each day, so aa to keep In
first-class condition and ward off the
danger of other attacks.
Ask for the original imported GOLD
MEDAL brand. Three else*. Money re
funded If they do not help you.

ImNlHMiNNtMMiMn

V

<v

me

'IL L ;

Jill

Copyright ims
by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

(/a

f/

ton.
THAT

iiiit

IEN’

r « p » rorf bag*, tidy
ndtinm. hmnamommpomna
and halt-poand tin Asm dar»—and—that claasy.
practical pound cryctat
place hum idor w ith
cponyemeictcncr top that
heepm th* tobacco in each
perfect condition,

FOR-

T

*

-M e .
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----- B R O A D W A Y

P H A R M A C Y -----

Next to Elks Club Prescription Druggist

U T a pipe in your face that’s filled cheerily brim ful o f Prince
Albert, if you’re on the trail o f smoke peace! F or, P . A . w ill
.
sing you a song o f tobacco jo y that w ill m ake you w ish you r
life jo b w a s to see h o w m uch o f the national jo y sm oke you
could get a w a y w ith every tw enty-four hours!

P

Y o u can “ carry on ” w ith Prince A lbert through thick and thin.
Y o u ’ll be after laying dow n a smoke barrage that’ll m ake the
boys think o f the old front line in France!

i
{
j
j

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

Public notice is hereby given that

YO UR HEART
IT ’S Y O U R K ID NEYS

effects Of war die down.
I ble, pain in loins and lower abdomen,
“Credit Is the big theme In Europe.!
f ^ ; gf ravelt rh^ m^tism. sciatica

j
!
,
!
,

Main Street

P . A . never tires your taste because it has the quality! A n d,
let it slip into your think-tank that P . A . is m ade b y ou r exclu
sive patented process that cuts out bite and parch— assurance
that you can hit sm oke-record-high-spots seven days out o f
every w eek without any com eback but real smoke jo y !

R. J . Reynoldt Tobacco Company, Wington-Salem, N. Q y

Ss

\
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CHILD ALMOST DEAD
GRANDMOTHER SAVES LIFE

M OVIES IN SIB E R IA .

SURROUNDING
'

TOWN
I^TTLETON

MONTICELLO

week
to
Allie Coy 'moved
last
Houlton.
Albert Sutter has moved to the
a
Arthur Elliott rent on the West Ridge.

Frank Bull Is visiting relatives iii
Presque Isle this week.
Mrs. Geo. Bull returned
from
visit in Woodstock last week.

Mrs. O. V. Jenkins attended the
Dr. McLeod and family of1 Mars
meeting of the Red Cross in Houlton
Hill, spent the week end with relatives
on Thursday afternoon.
here.
Mr. and Mrs. W ilbur
Hither
of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cheney, re
Linneus
were
guests
at
the
home
of
turned
Wednesday
from
Trenton,
L. F. Hall on Wednesday.
N ew Jersey.
There will be a meeting of the
The Ladies Aid will meet on Thurs
day afternoon of this week at the Federation of Farmers at the Grange
Hall Friday evening, Oct. 31st.
home of Mrs. J. M. Foster.
Mr. Gilbert Ewings and Miss Nellie
Charles Boulie and
family came
from Gardiner by auto last week, and Shay of Griswold were the recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ewings.
are visiting relatives in town.
The Fred Bartlett farm has been
BL H. Stover, Principal of R. C. I.,
sold
to a man from Smyrna Mills, who
Houlton preached a very interesting
is
expected
to arrive in town on Mon
sermon in the Baptist Church, Sunday
day.
evening.
Ernest, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Married at the home of the officiat
Abner
Robinson was taken to the
ing clergyman, Rev. H. V. Bragdon,
Aroostook
Hospital on Saturday for
Daniel V*- Swaim of Peel, N. B. to Miss
Gladys S. Curtis of this town on Oct. treatment.

i Boston— Although- thrilling drama
i holds first place in the eyes of Si
berians, their de.na.ul L'or educatioua
Roxbury. Mass. A gra ndm oth er in K oxfilms and mon r..meuy features is bury writes: ” ] put g re a t faith in your
! medicine, and one of my children was
growing, according to R. J. Reitzel, dyig. T h e doctor said she could not live
director of the Y. M. C. A. lecture bu until morning, ann I ran out to the drug
store, got a bottle o f Dr. Tru e's Dlixir,
reau in Vladivosto
The educational ^ was s<> excited I g a t h e r tse half o f the
bottle
at once, and at night J g a v e her the
film, Director Red: ! advises the “Y ”
'o t h e r half. 1 thought it’ s eithei kill or
National W ar W o.k Council headquar 'cun* for the doctor says so is d ying a n y 
ters here, is being popularized among way. but she did not die. She went to
sleep, the first sleep for it week, and the
the peasantry and is proving a short n<‘.\t morning she passed tw o worms,
cut to their general enlightenment. f e d in color, six inches long. The doctor
came ' « see if she was dead, but he ran
Mr. Reitzel points out that the “ Y" !, out
pretty quick, as she was sitting in
shows have done much to di :place and i her chair eating a howl o f oatmeal and
milk. That was tw e n ty - f o u r years ago.
counteract the German
films
v.iii: (an
d now she has a baby girl o f her own.
their thread of
propaganda.
The j seven months old, who is also using Dr.
shows have not been confined to “ Y ” T r u e ’ s Elixir.” ( N a m e on R equest)
( ’oust ipat ion, headaches, tired feeling
huts but have been given
in
city weakness,
spots before the
eyes,
bad
schools, and before groups of workers, breath, sleeplessness, irritability, dizziness
and many other signs of sickness, can be
at sport and other clubs and before relieved, if you take the prescription
the soldiers and boy scouts.
The known as I >r. T r u e ’s Elixir. T h e F am ily
a x a t i v e and W o r m Expeller. It has done
movement is being still furthered in Lmuch
for sick people, men, women and
line with the greater extension work children, e v er since 1851— o v e r 68 years
reputation.
taken up by the “Y ” machines having
T a k e Dr. Tru e's E lix ir — g iv e it to your
been installed in cities from Vladi
children— 'Pile F a m ilv L a x a ti v e and W o r m
vostok as far west as Omsk and |Expeller. A T A L L D E A L E R S . Dr. J. F.
T ru e kr Co., Auburn, Me.
Tomsk.

Boxing Exhibition

Mr. and Mrs. Orie N. Titcomb and
family
w e re . the week-end guests of
W o rk of putting a thick surface of
Mrs. Titcomb’s father, John Brown ]
gravel on the street was
finished
of Presque Isle.
Saturday, and when It Is worn down
The next meeting of the Grange will
smooth will be a great improvement
be
held on Saturday evening Nov. 1st.
to the town.
An address will be given
in the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Briggs, have
interest of the 3rd Red Cross Roll Call
returned from a ten days trip to
A good attendance is desired.
Boston, and a wedding reception was
Ralph Crosby was elected a delegate
held, at the home of the bride, Mr. and
Mrs. A. H.
Folsom, on
Saturday from Littleton branch of the Red
Cross to attend the meeting of the
evening.
Southern Aroostook Chapter held at
Red Cross rooms in Houlton on Thurs
LETTER B
day evening at 7 o’clock. All
Red
is
visiting Cross workers welcome.
Miss W ildle Stevens
relatives In Houlton.
Rev. M. H. Turner and wife, Mrs.

25. 1»1».

A t the Temple, Thus, ev’g, Nov. 6
Ira Putnam

vs

Jones Gallivan

F o rt F a i r f i e l d

W o o d sto ck

Admission $1

Ringside $2

After the Moult.
LV'/
3'[ e i i
*tS> \ 'f,( '
tv

sr t p "®

•T A '

EMEMBER, going through the moult is like going through
a long speil«of.sijl:ness. To fo; co out too cIJ quiil3 and
grorr nev/ feathers saps a hen’s vitality.

R

If you expect your hens to be
p /c Pucora and winter layers,
then feed them Poultry Pan-a-ce-a daring and after the moult.

w ill start yoar pullets and moulted L e e s fo l a y i j
It contains Tonics that put your moulted hens in fine con
dition— Tonics that tone up the dormant egg organs— Iron
that gives a moulted, run-down hen rich, red blood and a red
comb. It contains internal antiseptics that destroy disease
germs that may be lurking in the system. No disease where
Pan-a-ce-a is fed. It pays to feed Pan-a-ce-u regularly.
It brings back the singing— it brings back the scratching
— it brings back the cackle. That’s when you get eggs;
and it’s«eggs you want— fall eggs, winter eggs— when
eggs are eggs.

PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.

Tell us how many hens you have.

We'll tell you how much
Pan-a-ce-a to Luy

John S. Snell went to Pembroke, C. E. Oldenburg, Mrs. Jenkins, Mr.
N. B. on Monday for a short visit,
land Mrs. Arthur Elliott, Mr. and Mrs.

j

Mi’s. Edith Sullivan
of
Houlton Charles Porter, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
spent the week end at the home of her j Ewing and Mr. and Mrs. King Bruce, j
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Eliott
and
parents.
family
attended
the
Evangelistic
Mrs. Fred Soule of
Portland
is
visiting relatives In this town and in services at Blaine on Friday evening.
Houlton.

\

tfk e man zofio
fiv e s h is fe e t a

uare deal

BRIDGEWATER

Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Carpenter of
Houlton, spent the week end
with
Ad Stytham was home from Houlton
relatives here.
over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Carpenter re- j M r s H e n ry c la y is
entertaining
turned last week from a visit with . frjen(js from Boston,
relatives in Portland.
Emerson Nickerson is very ill, his
sisters are caring for him.

EAST HODGDON

ZjOj] ]

Fall Plowing

w a J/c

in pleasant
p a th s /

Moses Herrick and wife of WashMiss Viola Egars is visiting friends burn, were in town over Sunday.

J

If

you

purchase

a

pair

Has proven best for
and

Walkover

will be made more pleasant.
also discover that

Bliss Grace i^IcCordie spent
last j ^ A Randall and son Aloin went
week in Littleton the guest of relatives j g afUr^ay
Dexter on business a few

our

You will

prices

won't

pain your purse.

Mrs. Ida Pekey has been visiting days,
relatives in Meductlc, N. B. the past (

jyjr McPheters and Mr. Everette are

|on the committee for a dance Nov 4th
j music by Knowles Orchestra.
j Does your watch keep good time or

is the clock running as it should?
Mr. W illiam Knowton of Millinocket Remember you can have either re
w as the guest of Mr. Benj. Duff one paired by taking them to the Bridgewater Drug Co.
day last week.
The Revival meetings that have been
Mis. Clarence Llbbey of
Houlton
spent last week with her nothec, Mrs. conducted at the Baptist Church by
Rev. Mr. Foster,
have
been
well
Edward I|enderson.
a
There have been services in the attended and have accomplished
Union church right along and there j 8reat deal of good in the town
'

NEW LIMERICK

Mrs. E va Burtt ol Royalton, N. B.

w as the guest ol her sister
Everett London the past 'week.

Mrs.

Elmer Ingraham is on the sick list.

Mr.
Ace
Lovely
and
daughter
Mrs. John Grant, who was sent as Murtie have been visiting her son in
a delegate to the Maine State Sunday ILinclon.
School Association In Portland
turned home last Tuesday.
Dr. and Mrs. J. E.

Morrison

re- j M iss B ea trice Pond, who is teachj ing in the T an n ery school spent Sunand Iday with h er m other in Houlton.

f

Mr. and Mrs. Mark B. Grant ol Bar
Friends of Mrs. E dd H atfield were
Hrbor were the guests o l Mr. and Mrs. i gorry to hear she w as taken to the
John W . Grant last Friday.
1 Aroostook H ospital for treatm ent.

.... - 11 ,I,M

j

LINNEUS

Mr. and Mrs. H. M. K e lle y spent
Sun day in M apleton with Mrs. K e lly ’s

Fred Kers,ed
Mr. and Mrs. L aw ren ce G arry of
.
„
,
j M illinocket are visitin g Mrs. G a rry ’s
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Stewart are j parentg( Mr. and M rs Joh n Donohue.
Visiting relatives at Crystal.
: Mr. and M rs. Jo sep h Brown w ere
Mr. W illie Adams and family were callin g on R ev. Cosm an of Ludlow on
Hoary Sterrltt h a , returned
Canada Northwest.

from P»rents M r - and M rs

Buadoy fueata of Mr. Daniel Stewart. \
Mr- Cosman has been ver>r
l t d . Percy Lee end little son of j
Presque Isle are visiting relatives and j -------------- - - ---- ...............friends here.
Mr. Dan Stewart and family and
Miss Elisa Smith spoilt one day last
week in Patten.

E U L

E

Mrs. C. U. Bishop of
Washburn
visited with her daughter Mrs. Jewett
Adams last week.

"M IK A D O ”

Mrs. Chas. Carpenter
of
Patten
spent several days last week with her
sister Mrs. Henry Adams.

NO.

PENCIL
174

Mrs. Daniel Stewart and daughter
Miss W illa
spent last Friday in
Honlton with Mr. Byron Stewart and
family.

Pal m e r V S h o e S t o r e

I f so, come in and let us sh ow you the
n ew

tonic for hogs, put up b y

anteed rem edy.

JOHN DEERE PLOW
The

Best

the

Bridgewater, Maine

I f it doesn’t do as

recom m ended or if you are not lu lly
satisfied after using it 60 days accord
ing to directions, it doesn’t cost you
anything.
Raise m ore porkjat less expense.
For sale by

B R ID G E W A T E R D R U G CO.

Program Week of O c t 27
W EDNESDAY

O v e rco a ts
FOR

YOUR

P A U L I N E F R E D E R IC K
in

‘“The Peace o f R oarin g R iv e r”
FORD

one of her very newest
E U D C A T I O N A L W E E K L Y and C h ester O utin g
THE

HORSES

M IR A C L E

C O M IN G

THU RSDAY

M A R G A R IT A F IS H E R
in a five Reel Comedy Drama

A large line ol Horse Blankets of all kinds

“M o lly of the Follies”
Also E D D I E P O L O as C Y C L O N E S M I T H and Weekly New s

L. A . B ark er & C om pany

Dollars

THE

M IR A C L E

MAN

IS

CO M IN G

F R ID A Y

V IO L A D A N A
Also K A T 2 E N J A M M E R

THE

K I D S and Animal Reel

M IR A C L E

MAN

IS

CO M IN G

SATURDAY

C A T H E R IN E C A L V E R T
your dealer 5c

doz. Made in five
Conceded

cil made for general

OUTSIDE WINDOWS
Large Stock of all Sizes

uae

EAGLE

P E N C IL

N E W YORK.

“Out o f the N igh t”
Also T W O

each or 50c per

grades.

in a five Reel Drama

In your pocket by using

For Sale at

Mr.
Mrs. Albert Smith have re
turned from an auto trip to Boston.
Eddie Ktngdon was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith, a few days
last week.

Mrs. Saretka Kelso of this town has
'recently returned from a visit with
her .dJMghter, M ia.
R »y
Cordrey,
Watervflle, Maine.

IS

“Some B rid e ”

to be the finest pen

HODGDON

MAN

in a five Reel Comedy

UIDLOW

and

of Parts

It is a g u a r

Oakile d, Maine

Mrs. Sewall and Mrs. Thos. Huggard
and daughter Mildred of Houlton spent
last Friday with Mr. and Mrs. B. K.
Burleigh.

Married by Mrs. Florence Carver
on Wednesday, October 22nd,
Mr.
Erwin Stewart and
Miss Georgia
Stevens. Many friends
offer
con
gratulations for this young coupple.

Line

to U s e

A M. Stackpole, Jr.

/

Mrs. Horace Bither and daughter
Miss Helen, Mrs. Temperance Carr
and Miss Jennie Mayo of Houlton were
galling on friends here last Friday.

Plow

W e H ave a Full

DO YOU RAISE HOGS ?
A valo n F arm s Company.

w ill bt neat Sunday.

the

shoes von will find that your pathway

In Boston lor a lew weeks.
j m . E. Ladies will have their annual
The Ladies Aid w ill meet with Mrs. j chicken supper, Oct. 29th from 5 until
Nellie Green Wednesday, Oct. 29th.
7 .30 .

***•!*•
Mrs. Richard Kennedy ol Vancouver,
B.\C., was the guest ol Mr. Benj. Duff
recently.

the land

CO.

J. E. Tarbell & Sons
S m y r n a M ills

REEL
THE

COM EDY

M IR A C L E

MAN

IS

C O M IN G

MONDAY
M ABEL NORMAND
in a five Reel Comedy Drama
W H E N D O C T O R S D IS A G R E E
Funnier than “Mickey". A regular gloom buster— if you
are in search of laughter and forgetfulness come
TUESDAY
GEORGE W ALSH
in a five Reel Comedy Drama
P U T T IN G O N E O V E R
A regular ‘‘stunty’’— "pepie” daring picture pleasing to all
Also Red Glove and Mutt &. Jeff

•

